ALOHA 1966

Western Maryland College
Westminster, Maryland
A world community can exist only with world communication, which means something more than extensive short-wave facilities scattered about the globe. It means common tradition, common ideas, and common ideals. . . . The task is overwhelming and the chance of success is slight. We must take the chance or die.

Robert Hutchins
Books are the legacies that a great genius leaves to mankind, which are delivered down from generation to generation, as presents to the posterity of those who are yet unborn.

Joseph Addison
Speech is civilization itself. The word, even the most contradictory word, preserves contact—it is silence which isolates.

Thomas Mann
There are two things to aim at in life; first, to get what you want; and, after that, to enjoy it. Only the wisest of mankind achieve the second.

Logan Smith
The happiness of life is made up of minute fractions—the little soon forgotten charities of a kiss or smile, a kind look, a heartfelt compliment, and the countless infinitesimals of pleasure and genial feeling.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge
I've taken my fun where I've found it.

Rudyard Kipling
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Meet me in
The library
S.P.
Within my earthly temple there's a crowd.
There's one of us that's humble; one
that's proud.
There's one that's broken-hearted for
his sins,
And one who unrepentant, sits and grins.
There's one who loves his neighbor
as himself,
And one who cares for naught but
fame and self.
From much corroding care would I be free
If once I could determine which
is Me.

Edward Sandford Martin
I think when I read of the poet's desire
That a house by the side of the road would be good;
But service is found in its tenderest form
When we walk with the crowd in the road.

Walter J. Gresham
We've asked I'm sure—straight out or implied—"is it this man, or that meter", we follow, apply. We, cutting corners to knowledge, at least the sub-conscious aim, and he says he's not certain, but, "I'll see if I can find out". He provides us with pages all blank but for titles. If we're smart, we'll know it's our turn to work. It's our choice and he purifies the freedom to do the choosing.

This freedom is woven with patterns of insight, that we might rest on before we engage, once more, the complexities stored in-human expression. We know now, where to look for Benny Franklin (he's hangin' on to America's first cycle). But we're still not sure whether Benny knew what it was all about. This is where he can not help you much more, but he's given you the questions, the tools of this kind of work.

And now we know that it's the asking and looking that's important—you've been telling us so in our third ear. And we know you're looking too. And so we don't wonder why you love the "beatnik, bearded saints" in your Ivy League suit. And so we find no reason to keep you in a pigeon-hole.

And we see you drawing pictures for a magazine that comes out of nowhere And we see you asking us to write a Beat expose on William James And so we know why we can't understand poetry that's drawn out of our lives

And we find there are thousands of places we should be looking into—all at once

And there's always another book to read when you think you finished the first

And there are things happening fast
And there's an old school stretching out at last
And there's concern and encouragement—to really think again and "think" again! . . .

And we know more because we've learned it—as you held the doors aside

And we don't forget you've hung many a note on changing patterns—your classes prove this time and again

And do we see in your form and content, meaning in the patterns—not pigeon-hole sureties, freedoms chained

Oh, we don't know.

We don't know yet, Mr. Richwine

But we're looking.

The 1966 ALOHA—dedicated to Mr. Keith N. Richwine
Early each morning one can see him walking from the big white colonial house toward Elderdice Hall. He is probably wearing the large brown hat and seems to be deep in thought. President Lowell S. Ensor is on his way to his office, getting organized in his mind all that he must do in the hours to come. For all his contemplation, however, there isn’t much that Dr. Ensor does not notice and there are few students that he doesn’t know by name.

He has come a long way from the days of his childhood, when he would disrupt his minister father’s church by running up the aisles. Now he is a minister in his own right, inspiring students with his chapel sermons and invocation addresses. President Ensor’s day follows only a general routing, for his responsibilities cannot always be confined to specific times. In the quiet solitude of his wood paneled office he interviews all prospective faculty members, dictates letters for alumni, lawyers, businessmen, church leaders and many others. His duties on the Hill are many, but he makes frequent trips to represent Western Maryland College in the Horace Mann Suit, to interpret the role of higher education to prospective benefactors or to give his personal touch to plans for the Expansion Program or the Centennial soon to come.

Instrumental in the merger of the Methodist Church in the 1940’s, elected a trustee of Western Maryland in 1944 and President in 1947, Dr. Ensor has still remained an active Methodist leader with frequent speaking engagements, attending meetings of the University Senate of the Methodist Church, and conducting Protestant Mission Program for Air Force Bases in Greenland and the Far East.

Western Maryland has a reputation for being a warm, “family” college and as would be fitting, its President is a warm, family man. Through the window of his office he can see the students as they cross the campus, wishing only that he could find the time to chat with each one of them. But time to spare is not something he is often granted. When leisure hours do come, he may be found attending sports events of all kinds, playing golf, swimming, working in his flower garden, or, with Mrs. Ensor, babysitting with their new granddaughter, Nancy.

Working amicably with students, faculty, and alumni; yet getting the business of a college done effectively are all part of a President’s life. The responsibilities are great and the man must be equal to the task. Dr. Lowell S. Ensor is such a man.
Dean Makosky—professor, advisor, administrator—rules the campus with an iron glove. Smiling behind a whiff of smoke, he delivers his theory on the Makosky Dynasty and whips forth commandments—"Thou shalt" or "Thou shalt not." Dr. W.M.C. has become a well known and well liked kicking post in the area of our academic pursuits . . . feared, respected and admired.

Pulling strings for us in the heavenly spheres, Dean Zepp reminds us of a lovable "Brother Sebastian". He offers us fresh viewpoints on what we once considered a stale subject and spreads the good news in the grille, his office, or during the Heretics Hour. As official guardian of the Campus Soul, Dean Zepp has his thoughts and blessings on us as students and as human beings and is the personification of that intangible quality, that essence of love that is involvement with people.
Dean Robinson was Dean of Men until the death of Dean Howery, when he became the temporary Dean of Students. He is also Assistant Professor of Psychology. He has advanced the Counseling Program for students and has broadened the scope of the Freshman Advisory Council. Under his direction the men’s dormitories were grouped into fraternity and non-fraternity sections. Dean Robinson is known for his enthusiastic coaching of the golf team.

Dean Howery served as Dean of Women three and a half years for the Class of 1966. She was known for her enthusiasm for English literature, particularly Shakespeare, her “facts of life” talk to Freshman women, her “desserts” at home with students (specialty: Butter Brickle ice cream), and her willingness to lend an ear to the problems of students. In addition to her role as Dean of Women, she was Associate Professor of English.
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A balance between the old school and the contemporary... awareness... to develop one's own tastes... "Who is art major?"... "Yes, I can see that."... "As you're doing this, class, keep in mind the proportion."... "Is too fat here, don't you think? Well, but maybe I should not talk about such things with young ladies in class."... Isn't he a charming little creature?... "Let's hold it up."... "goat-ic"... "Vell, you can get a B."... "Very, very nice. Aren't you pleased with it?"

"But, Miss Smith, I don't even look like a tree."... the oldest little girl in the world... "Don't everybody rush to try out all at once."... "... step, point, together; step and point together... "Ohhh honey, that was marvelous"... "I don't care if Charles Laughton did it twenty times a day, I still feel silly."... "Whaddaya mean, 'what do I think of him?', He's just a red-haired Mr. Tribby."... All together now, hoo-HOO-ho-HOO.
A 5-year major in 4 years . . . "Hi, Puddin' Head!" . . . Bachchch . . . The crutch and the switch blade . . . "Get the hair out of your ears." . . . Record Hop . . . $10 hair-do . . . "I can't read music with bifocals . . . Is it D.O. or B.O.? . . . Did you count the wasps in your window today . . . "s-t-r-e-t-c-h!""
Dr. Harwell P. Sturdivant—
B.S., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Biology

Dr. James D. Witherspoon—
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Biology

Mrs. Lois M. Earll—A.B.
Graduate Lab Assistant

Dr. Isabel I. Royer—A.B., B.E., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Biology

Dr. Jean Kerschner—A.B., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biology

BIOLOGY

Happiness is a sharp scalpel . . . "And I was the only one in the expedition who stayed dry!" . . . 6 o'clock labs . . . "As you know . . . " . . . "By the way, I hope no one is allergic to poison ivy." Once upon a time there were two chromosomes, X and Y . . . "Pith that frog, cut that gizzard!" Conjugation is a French kiss . . . All you need is a probe . . . Lab coats are to be washed . . . Isn't that a bee-ou-ti-ful translocated gene! . . . "Now about that old theory of photosynthesis you learned last year . . . " . . . Truly inspired professors, a reality.

Mrs. Mary Lee Schmall—A.B.
Graduate Lab Assistant

Mrs. Rebecca H. Witherspoon—
B.S., M.S.
Graduate Lab Assistant

Dr. James D. Witherspoon—
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Biology
"So what if he dresses sloppy?—he’s still the prof"... seventy-three lab reports and forty-nine special projects and three hundred and nineteen brownie sessions... "It’s not that I’m gung-ho physics, but I can’t stand anything else."... "No, classes aren’t too large."... "Is the period over?—Just one more thing."... "Horse-apples."

"And from this equation, I’m sure you would suspect, that is, I hope you would suspect, no, I guess you wouldn’t suspect... One year of high school chem, packed into one week... What’s Cal Tech got that we haven’t got?... Of course we haven’t gotten the test back yet; it’s only been two months... your lab bill shouldn’t run more than forty dollars."
MODERN LANGUAGE

New head of the language department who speaks French, Dutch, German, Latin, Greek, etc. Everyone must attend language lab regularly. Zehr gut, Frauline. You didn’t read the play carefully enough. Please repeat after me: por favor repitan después de mi. Compositions to improve your grammar. Place all books on the shelves. Repeat after the tape. A WMC alumnus teaching. A few minutes a day in the language.
"Arma virumque cano" . . . The Greek way of life . . . 8 o'clock Saturdays, too? . . . "When I was in Greece in 1937" . . . Briefly summarize the first six books of the Aeneid . . . "Sing, goddess, the wrath of Achilles Peleus' son." . . . "This might be a good question for the final." . . . "Who can see the mythological reference in this picture?" . . . Tragedy, history, comedy . . . the bronze mask.
And how many of you agree with that? . . . Robbie Burns . . . "I think you’ll enjoy Paradise Lost" . . . Searching for the higher truths . . . The only department with built in pipe-smoke . . . Five tests and five papers . . . Storybook major . . . Barefaced Mr. Richwine.
Pencil in mouth, and an old watch on a chain . . . Plaid shirt, striped tie, and suede shoes . . . Freshmen find out what "practice in composition" really means . . . Gov. Bradford and our Puritan heritage . . . Of course the "newer critics" aren't always right . . . younger blood . . . "A thing of beauty is a joy forever."
"Did you say Phys.Ed.?" ... There are no major sports ... Air conditioners in December ... "Oh, that's an easy major—isn't it?" ... "We must meet the needs of the whole person" ... Two departures; two additions ... Informality.
Colonel John W. Walker—B.S.  
Professor of Military Science

Major James B. Moore—A.B.  
Assistant Professor of Military Science

MILITARY SCIENCE

Western Maryland’s answer to “F Troop” . . . Scholarships under the ROTC Revitalization Act of 1964 . . . “Are the ROTC checks in yet?” . . . $40 for some, $50 for three . . . “Get your hair cut, this isn’t Berkley, California!” . . . Many questions that go unanswered—“Should I go advanced?” . . . 22 MS IV’s with decisions to make . . . From Indiantown Gap to—? . . . A 20-minute quiz on 486 pages, including Chipyong-Ni . . . Realism in the classroom . . . “What? Yes, Col Winget we’ll all be there” . . . An Intelligence Officer who gets his nose into everything . . . Viet Nam, a deeper meaning for some —good luck, Major Moore!
"Do as I say, not as I do" ... Learn to write 103R ... "How do you like teaching?" ... from the grille to the faculty room ... MOTIVATION ... "A teacher is sympathetic, enthusiastic, fair, friendly, knowledgable, and respected" ... 'BB' ... Parents Underfoot Week ... eight cents a mile ... "No, I'm not a new student!" ... the new math and structural linguistics ... sunrise to sunset, a day's work ... NTE!!!
RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY

The Gospel according to Peanuts, Crain, Holthaus, Zepp . . . Saturday classes? . . . familial relationship to Senior Class . . . Chapel Speakers Anonymous . . . This is existentially existential . . . ex opere operato . . . Football Coach-or-Holy Roller to the Left . . . The Great Schism: Drew-Boston . . . "I really don't know; what do you think?"

LIBRARY SCIENCE

WMC-mix and match . . . Meet me in the stacks, and oh yes, there are books too . . . Are you sure the whole New York Times is on this piece of microfilm? . . . The shooting range of the water fountain is now 13 feet.
HISTORY

Dr. Theodore M. Whitfield—A.B., Ph.D.
Professor of History

We lose one and regain one . . . memories of India . . . "Did I tell you how long it took to mail a letter at the Indian Post Office?" . . . "Let's see, the next test will cover about 400 pages" . . . the saga of the bus trip to the U.N. . . . "It's something to think about anyway." . . . Did you ever hear about the International Fur-Seal Convention?

Mr. Cornelius P. Darcy—A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of History

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Dr. William M. David, Jr.—A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Political Science

We lose one and regain one . . .
"What do you mean Price Theory is a candy course?" ... "So you're an Econ major. Big deal; everyone else used to be too." ... "And then I walked up to Dr. Coleberd, and with a severe tone of determination, said, 'er-hi-er-hello there, Dr. Coleberd, sure is a nice day today-uh-if it doesn't rain that is, and my folks'll kill me if I flunk!"
PSYCHOLOGY


SOCIOLOGY
Mr. James E. Lightner—A.B., A.M.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Mr. Raymond Alpert—A.B.
Supervisor of Data Processing

Mr. Perry L. McDonnell—B.S., A.M.
Instructor in Mathematics

Mr. Frank Hundley—A.B., A.M.
Instructor in Sociology

Mr. Kenneth Shook—A.B., A.M.
Instructor in Mathematics

What is Topology?!? . . . College students who can't add or multiply . . . Saturday morning laugh class . . . Chapter 0 . . . "Spot your formula" . . . commutative, not communitive . . . If Spicer can't do it, it can't be done . . . This is the new "Frontier" . . . Gauss, Galois, Undoxis . . . take home tests . . . theorems, proofs, and handwaving . . . The singing Math professor . . . 6 hours of work—2 hours of credit . . . "discombobulated" . . . Q.E.D.

Tuesday morning at the movies . . . mechanize the department . . . Don't try to make an ape out of Pithecanthropus, or Pithecanthropus will make a monkey out of you . . . to a greater or lesser extent more or less . . . she had the prettiest blue eyes . . . no, no, no, that is not the Hopi way . . . counting dots at the water shed . . . you don't marry a person, you marry his kinship group . . . Terms 101 . . . Well, folks.
TIME PAST:
Memories we will hold ... Coffee and confusion ... for one brief shining moment, there was Dr. Cambell ... the first Greek freshman ... sophomores plagued by "foot in mouth" disease ... the women surged forth ... Junior year—and that opening scene *bad* to be a bar! ... Hey! keep it clean! ... the cult of Tribby ... We tried everything but never got caught.

TIME PRESENT:
Now's the time to depart ... senior address: Vetville ... what's an easy two hour course? ... the reality of a student-faculty relationship ... honest pursuit of the Fine Arts ... like Batman and Shindig ... Women in Power ... We're not united but we are friends ... the magic 6/6/66.

TIME FUTURE:
The party's ready to start ... Some of us join the Peace Corps, the Army and the state of matrimony ... Jobs will be procured ... Our step into the outside world and the jolt of our success and, possibly our failure ... The class of 1966 promises to be there.
our first WMC homecoming...

that first day on campus...

The Class of 1966 will always remember...

our Terror victories... and defeats...

cramming to beat that clock...
... the togetherness before dinner...

... the trumpet sounding within their souls ...

... the presentation of wine and roses ...

... our BNE lan and Sylvia ...

... the many snowy days ...
... WOB ...

... THE MAN—Dean Ira G. Zepp ...

... Baker Memorial Chapel ...

... and the Faculty.
NORMA ARLENE ABSHER
PSYCHOLOGY
Iota Gamma Chi; SOS 1,2; Psychology Club (Vice President 3, President 4); Girl’s Intramurals 1,2; Class Historian 3,4.

ROGER BENNET ADLER
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Track Team 1; Soccer Team 3,4; Tennis Team 3; GOLD BUG 2,3; J.S.A. 1,2,3,4 (President 3,4); Delta Pi Alpha (Purchasing Agent 3,4).

CARTER BRENT ADRIANCE
ENGLISH
IFC 3,4 (President 4); SCA 1,2,3; MSM 1,2,3,4; SGA 4; College Band 1,2; Weslyans 1,2,3,4 (President 2,3; Vice-president 3,4); Pi Alpha Alpha (Chaplain 2, IFC Rep. 3); Janitor 3,4.

What’s for today—Lieben or arbeiten?

Honor (sic)—what crimes are committed in thy name.

They told me I was going to clean up this year but . . .
ties

JACQUELINE DEE BAER
FRENCH-EDUCATION
French Club 1,2,3,4 (Treasurer 3) (President 4); MSM 1,2; SCA 1,2; Women's Glee Club 1; GOLD BUG 2; SNEA 3,4; Iota Gamma Chi (Corresponding Secretary 2); SOS 4.

"Jackie" ... "Have YOU seen Jack's hat?" ... Poison Ivy Sweetheart ... Once ice-skated on the sidewalk in front of the library ... "Do you think I should cut my hair?" ... The wayward eyebrow ... "Oh, really?" ... Barryability with yearly reunions ... "No, that is NOT my high school ring!"

SUSAN ELIZABETH AMBROSEN
BIOLOGY-EDUCATION
Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4; Tri-Beta 1,2,3,4; SNEA 3,4; GOLD BUG 1,4; ALOHA 4.

Bio major with fear of bugs and snakes ... Was surprised at wrong party ... "I got a letter! !" ... Four years with the "Perch" ... Ich Mu Gu, et. al ... Sour parties in O.C ... Hair genes with frosted space mutations ... Needs map to keep track of him ... LOVES those labs ... Wallposy party '64 ... Drowned in the mainstream.

CAROLYNN BETTY AKAGI
ART
Varsity Majorette 1,2,3,4; Homecoming Court 1; Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4; Methodist Student Movement 2,3,4; ALOHA photography editor; Freshman Advisory Council 4; Honor Court 4; Artists Anonymous 1,2; I.R.C. 4; Junior Follies.

Graduate of West Point 1,3,6 ... Call me Ralph or Thomas—take your pick ... Gonna save all my money ... That's foul ... Miss Frustrated Phoner of '65 ... Notes, notes, everywhere ... Psychosomatic illness.

Which one do I prefer on weekends? Guess!  
Haven't you ever seen a corn plant with a hyperthyroid condition?  
All you need is a heavy frost.
ALVA SAYRS BAKER, III
BIOLOGY-PRE-MEDICAL
Omicron Delta Kappa; Student Life Council; Beta Beta Beta 1,2,3,4 (Treasurer 3, President 4); GOLD BUG 3,4 (Business Manager 4); Pi Alpha 2,3,4 (Social Chairman 3, President 4); Choir 1,2,3,4 (President 4); Men's Glee Club 1,2,3; College Singers 3,4; FAC 4.

"Buzz" ... Owner of Alva-bug ... Bookstore aide-de-camp ... Lab dweller ... Enjoys Philosophy—and morning coffee ... Alva knows all ... B+ > BB = one significant figure.

JOHN CECIL BALLARD, III
SOCIOLOGY-PSYCHOLOGY
MSM 1,2,3,4 (Vice-President 3, Area President 4); Pi Alpha Alpha 2,3,4 (Treasurer 3, Vice-President 4); Co-Chairman FAC 4; Band 1,2,3,4; Chairman SGA Human Relations Committee 2; Wesleyans 1,2,3,4 (President 3), Religious Life Council 2,3; Co-Chairman Religious Emphasis Week 2; Track Team 1,2,4; Junior Follies; Rifle Team 1,2,3,4; Pi Gamma Mu 3,4; Omicron Delta Kappa, 4.

"Jack" ... Who's got the fold-out? ... What's that on your sweatshirt? ... "Love God, then do as you please."

ROBERT ALAN BASYE
ECONOMICS
Delta Pi Alpha 2,3,4 (IFC Representative 3, House Chairman 3, Pledge Master, Assistant Social Chairman); Football Team 1,2,3,4; Wrestling 1,2,3; SGA representative 1,2; Men's Council 2; Letterman's Club; Junior Follies.

"Bob" ... "Baise" ... The Gycene ... WMC's answer to Raymond Berry ... Understudy of Dr. Price ... Roomed in David House and A-15 his senior year ... Where's my Yamaha key? ... Loves those reclining seats.

And it's only $18.95 THIS semester.

They won't get my hat this time.

OK Willis. I built it, and it's mine.
RONALD WILLIAM BOONE
ENGLISH-EDUCATION
Football 1,2,3,4; Golf 1,2,3,4; GOLD BUG 3,4; SOS 4; Advanced ROTC 3,4; FAC; Junior Follies; Letterman's Club.

"Ron" . . . From way down in that west Texas town of El Paso . . . Theta Phi Chi . . . "A" Company, Fall in! . . . Nosotros somos estudiantes . . . Folks, This is John Cameron Cameron . . . You probably don't know my roommate—he's very quiet, keeps his nose in French books, and stays to himself.

DIANE ELLEN BENNEKAMPER
SOCIOLOGY
Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4; (SGA Representative 3, Sunshine Chairman 4); SGA (Corresponding Secretary 4); SGA Finance Committee; Class Officer (Treasurer 3,4); Honor Court; GOLD BUG (Advertising Manager 3,4); Student Life Council (Secretary 4); Junior Follies (Business Manager); Women's Council; Girls' Intramurals 1,2,4; Trumpeter.

"Benny" . . . Summer school—February semester . . . Last charter Mafia member . . . Reformed religion major . . . "I think I'll wash my hair tonight."

RUSSELL WILSON BEACHT
MATHEMATICS
Alpha Gamma Tau 2,3,4; FAC 4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 4 (President 4).


It is that time of the week again.  

Spy in the enemy camp . . .

Well folks—"THIS is one for the books."
SALLYANN WILSON BOOTH  
ENGLISH-EDUCATION

Women's Glee Club 3,4; SNEA 3,4; Delta Sigma Kappa 2,3,4.

There should be a law against 8 o'clock classes! . . . Monday I'll start on a diet . . . Member of the G.I.G.I.F. Club . . . Will the Yellow Hornet make it another year . . . I'm just not mechanically minded . . . What courses did I have last semester? . . . Only one more year left to be a Navy wife . . . Braving the "pyramids" every day takes courage . . . Only one traffic ticket in four years!

MARY RUTH BOWDEN  
POLITICAL SCIENCE-ENGLISH-EDUCATION

Sigma Sigma Tau 2,3,4 (Sunshine Messenger 2, Social Chairman 4); SGA 1,2,3,4 (Secretary 3, Action Chairman 4); FAC 4; SCA 4; Intramurals 1,4; ALOHA 4 (Co-layout editor); GOLD BUG 4; SOS 2,3,4 (Field Service Team).

"Ruthie" . . . One of Pappy's boys—who roomed with one of Joanie's girls . . . Teetotaler of the Forest-In crowd . . . Forti-tude . . . Let's keep those machete's moving troops . . . Motormouth . . . What is this—pick on Ruthie day? . . . SOS Puerto Rican summer—learned not to be bold, but . . .

JOSEPH SHAFTER BROCK, JR.  
MATHEMATICS

Baseball 1,2; Intramural Sports 1,2,3,4; Delta Pi Alpha (Treasurer 3).


Debussy, Dino and me.

Well, I have 4 minutes to wake up 7 people.

Working my way through college!
SANDRA JEANNE CALLANDER
SOCILOGY-Psychology

Iota Gamma Chi 1,2,3,4 (SGA Rep. 2, Vice President 3, President 4); ALOHA 2,3,4 (Editor 4); College Choir 1,2,3,4; Class Treasurer 1,2; Pom Pom Squad 2,3,4; Junior Follies (choreographer); Psychology Club 3,4; GOLD BUG 1,2; May Court 1, Junior-Senior Banquet 3, ISC 3,4; FAC.


LINDA JEAN BRYSON
History-Education

Iota Gamma Chi 1,2,3,4; Band 1,2,3,4; MSM 1,2,3,4; SCA 1,2,3,4; SNEA 1,2,3,4.

"Lin" . . . Hails from Maryland's notorious Gretna Green . . . One of the Iote's Freshman Pledges . . . Once known to have found Jack's hat in her closet . . . "I'm rooming with my A-V file" . . . Spends her summers trying to decipher engineer's handwriting . . .

ANNA LOUISE BROWN
English-Education

Choir 3,4; Argonauts; SNEA 4.

From the high and windy hill at BJC to the higher and windier hill at WMC . . . Cellar-dweller with four freshmen, junior year . . . "On campus" day hop . . . Acquainted with Plato's men (featherless bi-ped variety) . . . Head bands and skimmers . . . Official life guard for third floor McDaniel swimmers . . . Mutler, mutler . . .

It's not that I'm studious, I'm stupid.

Irene, are you sure that's all for today?

Sea—I can't stop "boring" around!
DOROTHEA IRENE CARL  
*CHEMISTRY*

MSM 1; English Club 3,4; SCA 3,4.

"Dorene" ... Pi Alpha Alpha Fan Club 1,2,3,4 ... Elderdice's Mommy ... "It's a slide rule" ... Lewis Hall 1,2,3,4 ... "I'm not an Iote" ... "Roommate! You're gonna be late!" ... Honorary Onion ... Beer Pretzels ... Loved Summer School at T.S.C. ... Spastic ... "Kay says my lab coat has character." ... "Dic."

ELAINE HARRIET CARLL  
*FRENCH-LATIN-EDUCATION*

Iota Gamma Chi; SCA 1,2,3,4 (Secretary 3); MSM 1,2,3; Canterbury Club 4; Argonauts 3,4; French Club 1,2,3,4 (Treasurer 3); SNEA 3,4; Classics Club 1; Glee Club 1.

"Laine" ... "My French book smells better than my history book." ... Second home—France ... Radar's secretary ... seahorse sister to a skunk ... "Mon Dieu" ... One of Dean Zepp's disciples ... Cheshire cat ... Mogisca We Love ... Losing contact can be confusing.

EDWIN GREGORY CARSON  
*BIOLOGY*

Beta Beta Beta 2,3,4; Track Team 2; ROTC 1,2,3,4; Intramural Sports 2,3,4; Pi Alpha Alpha (Recording Secretary 2, Sergeant-at-Arms 3, Social Chairman 4, Alternate IFC Representative 4).

"Greg" ... Made dean's list once ... Dufus ... Dislikes fags ... Carson's Annual Orgy 4 ... Homestead 2,3,4 ... Downtown 1,2,3,4 ... Pit 4 ... PBR man ... Sodie Pop Tally Champ 64-65, 500 ... Black and White ... Roomed with Zanger ... Had party in dorm once.

*formed at WMC*

It does get discouraging at 5:30!

O to be "En France" now that summer's there!

I had considered studying tonight— for about a minute, anyway.
RICHARD PORTER CLINE  
MATHEMATICS-EDUCATION
Delta Pi Alpha; IFC 3,4 (Vice-President 4); Wrestling Manager 1,2;  
Golf Manager 2; Letterman’s Club 3,4; FAC; ALOHA (Sports Editor);  
GOLD BUG 3; Men’s Council 3; ACS 2,3; SGA 1,2; Lecture Commit-  
tee 4.

“Dick” . . . Chandler House 3,4 . . . DPA due to Renk . . . Lived in  
Locker Room with “The Wheat” . . . Maggie . . . “but the Dean said  
. . .” . . . tried to be one of Tuan’s boys . . . “Daddy Dick” . . . “But, Dr.  
Straughn, I love chemistry!”? . . . Wray’s Assistant Assistant Ass. . .  
an afternoon in the Grille . . . Doctor Cline . . . Mag . . . “Scuffy.”

DOROTHY ANN CHANCE  
SOCIOLOGY
Iota Gamma Chi; FAC 4; Junior Follies; Dorm Council 3; IRC 2,3,4;  
Girls’ Rifle Team 2,3,4.

“Dotty” . . . “You know” . . . Preacher Convert . . . peanut butter and  
jelly . . . Spanish, anyone? . . . Let’s not get carried away . . . “toodleloo”  
. . . Rover . . . Rocky Fudge . . . 5’2” eyes of blue . . . “Oh, Crumb!”  

DORIS BROWN CHAMBERS  
ENGLISH
Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4; Junior Follies; GOLD BUG 3; English Club 2,3.

. . . Food Moocher . . . Sophomore Year—engaged widow . . . California  
there he goes . . . Verville ’65 with rest of the class . . . Ciggie poo and  
drinkie after din din . . . organized? . . . I’m trying, Bill . . . roomed  
with Bets and Be-a-h.

Guess what we’re having for dinner  
tonight, Bill.

But I’ve still got 10 minutes.

Will the real Dean please stand up.
KATHRYN ANNE COLEMAN  
PHYSICAL EDUCATION-BIOLOGY-EDUCATION  
Sigma Sigma Tau (Sergeant-at Arms 3, Vice President 4); Beta Beta Beta 1,2,3; WAA 1,2,3,4 (Vice President 3, Manager 4); Honor Court 3,4; Girls' Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Junior Follies; FAC (Co-chairman); SOS 1,2,3,4 (Project Puerto Rico 3); Trumpeter; Pep Club 2; ALOHA (Girls' Sports Editor); Varsity hockey, basketball 1,2,3,4; Varsity volleyball 3,4; SNEA 3; SGA 3; Women's Council 3; Student Leadership Conference 3; Dorm Council 2,3,4; ISC 4.  
"Kay"... One of Joannie's girls... One of the Forest-In crowd... Made a SLAM on the Sigma Weekend... On Puerto Rican summer learned not to be bold... Always last to choose rooms... Let's go solicit, Ruthie... Argue much?... Could sleep thru everything—and has!... Gilliete twin... Forgetful?... Intention!... Daily letters and weekly calls (U. of Ill.)... One white glove.  

RUSSELL DONALD COOK, JR.  
SOCIOLOGY  
Delta Pi Alpha; Football Team 1,2,3,4; Letterman's Club 4; Intramural Sports 4; Junior Follies.  
"Russ"... All Summer School 2,3,4... "Chubs"... Eh??... "Run that again"... Mahatma Ghandi... "But I can't go to Class: it's not time to get up yet!"... Honorary member of F.O.T.T.... Honor student.
KAREN LEE CRISS  
BIOLOGY-EDUCATION

SGA 1,2; Action Committee 1,2; Women’s Council 1,2; Phi Alpha Mu; ISC 3; GOLD BUG 2,3,4; FAC; Junior Follies; SOS 2; ALOHA Patron Chairman; Pom Poms; May Court 2,3; Leadership Conference 2,3; Tri Beta 2,3,4.

No Dose nites... Get “the big eye” Hobart... 89 purple cows...
Teddy Bear’s Picnic... Blue and White love... Stanley—the white rat... Went to the dentist often... Oh, horse!... Four-year needlepoint... Give me ten, Liz... Oh, it’s just perfume... r.w. Coffee addict.

ROLAND CREITZ  
BIOLOGY

ROBERT PAUL CREIGHTON  
ECONOMICS

Gamma Beta Chi (Treasurer 3,4); Tennis Team 2; Rifle Team 1,2,3,4; Lettermen’s Club 3,4; Intramural Sports 2,3,4.

“Robert”... “Bob”... “Mark Trail”... Cambridge Flash... Eastern Shore duck hunter... Rooms with a Cynic, a Doctor, and a Mathematical Genius... Minored in English... Towson on weekends... Avant-Garde... Homestead... A cookie for J.O.

I’m doing graduate work at Cambridge.

These WMC coeds are so beautiful.

We’re in this thing together!
GARY A. S. CROWELL
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Gamma Beta Chi; Choir 2,3,4; Band 2,3, President 4; SGA 4; College Players 2,3,4; Junior Follies; GOLD BUG 2.


MARY PAULA CULLEN
ECONOMICS-SOCIAL STUDIES-EDUCATION
Iota Gamma Chi 2,3,4 (Business Manager 3); Young Democrats 1; Artists Anonymous 1; CONTRAST 2; Pi Gamma Mu 3,4 (Vice-President 4); GOLD BUG 2; IRC 1,2,3,4 (Secretary 4); SGA (Action Committee 3, Student Building and Grounds Committee 3); SNEA 4; Argonauts 4; FAC 4.

Paula . . . changed major three times . . . "But I love Economics" . . . Keynes’ sister? . . . TV 201 . . . Bridge 103 . . . "You must be kidding!" . . . "No, Dr. Whitfield, I’m not from N.Y."

ROBERT LEE DAVIS, JR.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Pi Alpha Alpha 2,3,4 (Sergeant-at-Arms 4); Reserve Officers’ Association; Golf Team 2; Intramural Sports.


"No Vacancy"

Who says you can't do two things at one time?

Really, Dean, they're all Pepis!
RAYMOND EDWARDS
PRE-LAW

Pi Alpha Alpha 2,3,4; Band 1,2,3,4; FAC 4; Pi Gamma Mu (President 4); BSU; Argonauts; Young Democrats.

"Ray" . . . "Black and White all the way" . . . L.B.J. too . . . Hi . . . We'll be seeing you . . . Study . . . Pre-law . . . Never make the Argonauts.

JAMES GARY DICKMAN
ECONOMICS

WILLIAM HENRY DECKERT, III
ECONOMICS

Gamma Beta Chi (Historian 3, Vice Treasurer 4); Rifle Team 2; Track 3; SOS 3,4; Honor Guard 1,2; Junior Follies; ALOHA.


Who says I didn't work my way through college?

It will give you plenty of room to grow sir.

I wish I had a uniform.
RICHARD STEVEN EIGEN  
SOCIOLOGY

Alpha Gamma Tau 2,3,4; Basketball Team 1,2,3,4.
"Richie" ... "Tricky Dick" ... "Flower" ... "The Door" ... Tried to study but social life got in his way ... Freshman Bachelor ... The Dean's nemesis ... Why does the Dean always pick on me?! ... Off campus 3,4 ... Slip me five ... College is for total development - social, athletic, and maybe even academic ... Fraternity developed his aesthetic and religious abilities ... Safe drivers award 1965.

ARLA ELIZABETH ADAMS ELY  
PSYCHOLOGY

Iota Gamma Chi 2,3,4; College Choir 2,3,4; Psychology Club 3,4; Delta Omicron 3,4; Girl's Glee Club 2.
One of the married gang ... Sophomore transfer from Carson-Newman ... Dayhop from Sykesville ... Interest in all the musical activities ... A Prof. DeLong problem ... Anxious to get out of school and go to work ... Hubby will sure be glad to see her graduate.

JOHN AUSTIN EMENS  
HISTORY-EDUCATION

Young Republicans (Treasurer 2); Lutheran Student Assoc. 1,2; Letterman's Club 3,4 (Treasurer 4); Soccer 2; Golf 1,2,3,4; Basketball manager 2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Junior Follies, Alpha Gamma Tau (Corresponding Secretary 4).
"John" ... Dance, prance and romance at Schleebug informals ... Intramural injured deferred list in senior year ... Eberly F. Dalrymple ... Gentile New Yorker ... Lightning enthusiast ... Pathfinder ... Dooner's Black Horntrimmer and Boat's Green Roadrunner.

I can score with either hand.
Prof won't make an alto out of me.
Brown Suit Award-Spring 1964.
WILLIAM FALKLER
PRE-MEDICAL
Football Team 2,3,4; Letterman's Club 3,4; Tri-Beta 3,4; Delta Pi Alpha 2,3,4 (Secretary 3, President 4); Intramurals 1,2,3,4.

"Whale"...All Tavern...Loyal order of the whale...Room 25 is not skid row...Who says Winegrad's my Gremme...Is there any Happy Hour...Trumpet, will you please sign this temperance oath...Yes, Coach Jones!...Here Bisnaw...Many labs?...SKOAL forever...Who's that in my bed?...I'll make it, Trish.

LILLIAN CAROL ENGLAND
PSYCHOLOGY
IRC 1,2, (Secretary 2); Young Democrats 1,2; Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4 (Social Chairman 3); SOS 2,3; Psychology Club 3,4; Junior Follies.

Angleterre...Gaudeamus Igitur...Ich Mu Gu (Pres.) et. al....Missed Wallposy Party '64, but was there in '65...Elbowbenders' Club...S.A.M.-sex-appeal plus magnetism...Nothing daunted by this cold reception...3-year Delt plan...I happen to LIKE D.O.M.S....Life is but a water faucet—but remember, a wet bird never flies at night.

MARY LYNN ENGELBRECHT
SOCIOLOGY
Iota Gamma Chi 1,2,3,4 (Treasurer 2,3); Band 1,2,3,4 (Librarian 2,3, Vice President 4); IRC 1,2.

M.L.E....But my favorite colors were always blue and red...I guess I really like being short..."Tree expert"...I have to be ready, Bill is always early...The Table 3,4...Please pass the salt, then...

Kath, wake me up in 20 minutes...I'll try to get up for breakfast...

Yellowstone was quite an experience.
EDWARD JOEL FEINGLASS
PRE-MEDICAL

Gamma Beta Chi (Vice-President 4); Tri Beta 1,2,3; Argonauts 3; JSA 1; IFC 3.

Hail

MARGARET LYNNE FORTHUBER
ENGLISH EDUCATION

Pom Pom Squad 2,3,4; English Club 2; SNEA; Phi Alpha Mu; Junior Follies; Action Committee 1.
Lynne . . . Frosty . . . the kind they take home to mother . . . baths in Chanel No. 5 . . . Blue and White New Year’s Eve . . . chronic contest loser . . . Homestead shuttle . . . Swingin’ Wing . . . mixed Greek loyalties . . . member of T.A.C., the 21 Club and the Tuesday Morning Club . . . minored in Grille Sitting . . . a “Good Fellow.”

ASTRID MARIA GENERALI
PSYCHOLOGY

Iota Gamma Chi (SGA Representative 3,4); Newman Club; Psychology Club 3,4.
Bibbi . . . psycho-psych major . . . “it’s all in how you perceive it” . . . brusha-brusha-brusha . . . one of the few who refused it . . . “Deutschland über alles!” . . . Owner of the white panther . . . “but I have a language barrier” . . . one of the Big Three . . . South Carolina’s Polishe . . . One of the Ten Best Dressed . . . February Grad.

Transfer from Notre Dame.

Come on gang. I've got the meter running.

What do you mean, it won't fit?
JUDITH MARILYN GOLDSTEIN
MATHEMATICS-EDUCATION
President of Women's Council; ALOHA Business Manager; Honor Court 3,4; FAC; Sigma Sigma Tau (Sunshine Messenger 3, Treasurer 4); Kappa Mu Epsilon 4 (Secretary 4); GOLD BUG 1,2,3,4 (Art and Photography Editor 3,4); JSA 1,2,3,4 (Secretary 2,3,4); Junior Follies; SNEA 3,4; SGA Senate 4; Dorm Council 2,3; Women's Council 4; SOS 2,3.

Gold Fink . . . Goldfinger . . . "I've got to do something constructive"
. . . Candid (?) Camera . . . "Isn't it Exciting!" . . . Santa Clausberg
. . . backrubs anonymous . . . lived on Skid Rowe . . . Flash's girl.

NANCY JANE GOCHENOUR
MATHEMATICS
Dorm Council 1; SOS 2; Girls Intramurals 1,2; GOLD BUG 1,2,3;
Delta Sigma Kappa (Sergeant-at-Arms 3, Treasurer 3,4, Outstanding
Delt 4).

Remaining half of "gruesome twosome" . . . Rooms with a TV . . .
"There's Whatsher face" . . . 4-year Delt . . . Owns 51% of the Treat
Shop . . . After the first "D" they come easy . . . hung out of window
for 3 years.

RONALD ARTHUR GIESEY
ECONOMICS
Football 1,4; Delta Pi Alpha 2,3,4 (Treasurer 3); Intramurals 2,3.

Ron . . . Little Horn . . . Once worked in the dining hall . . . All tavern
1,2,3,4 . . . roomed with Sonny . . . serious student? . . . Bobby Abel
fan . . . I need a taste . . . No, Gerald, I've got to study . . . At Christ-
mas, found a Carol he's still singing . . . wiz at Western Civ . . . rarely
misses a party . . . pretzels, anyone?

Got my socks blown off again.

Just call me Hepzebah.

Just call me Goldfinger.
BARBARA KAY GONZALES
SOCIOLGY

Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4; Junior Follies; GOLD BUG 1,3; Canterbury Club.

"Barb" . . . "Speedy" . . . Swingin' Wing . . . "I just love ---- ----"
. . . Things go better with Coke . . . "She wears Weejuns" . . . One of
the guys . . . "Well, in Virginia" . . . Totaled six roommates . . . "We're
just friends" . . . Point by point struggle . . . Grille 1,2,3,4.

MARTHA JANE GOODE
BIOLOGY-EDUCATION

Artist Anonymous 1; SOS 2; Tri-Beta 1,2,3,4 (Historian 4); Argonauts
3,4 (Vice President 4); Sigma Sigma Tau 2,3,4; SNEA 3,4; FAC 4;
Women's Council 4 (Dorm President 4; Dorm Council 4).

"Merf" . . . Gaudeamus Igitur . . . "He's still in Kansas" . . . Ich Mu Gu,
et al . . . It could only happen at Wimcee . . . Sunday nite roadrunner
. . . Happiness is an empty lobby . . . Wallposy party '64 . . . Peaceful
co-existence with purple and white . . . My turtles do not smell.

DENNIS LUMLEY GOSNELL
PSYCHOLOGY-ART

Track 1,2,3,4; Lettermen's Club 2,3,4 (Chaplan 3); Intramurals; Psy-
chology Club; FAC; Junior Follies.

What's for supper . . . A cook by profession . . . Let's have a silent
prayer for the chaplain.

Let's go—Nothing better to do!

When all else fails, read the directions.

Let every man mind his own busi-
ness, and endeavor to be what he
was made—Thoreau.
JESSE WARREN HAHN  
BIOLGY
Beta Beta Beta 1,2,3,4; SOS 1,2; French Club 1,2; Iota Gamma Chi 2,3,4; ALOHA 4.
"Jess"... Honey Blond ... Has been known to scrub steps ... with a toothbrush! ... HAHNburger ... "Are you ready?" ... Are you the one with the green and white plaid underwear? ... Knows that a little acid produces a big hole ... lab laden ... Where's my hair net? ... loves animal crackers ... Married she can always get.

JUDITH ELAINE GRIEP  
MATHEMATICS
Girls' Intramurals 1,2,3,4; CONTRAST 1,2,3,4; Tri Beta 1,2,3,4; Girls' Rifle Team 2,3,4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 3,4; Delta Sigma Kappa (Business Manager 3,4); Argonauts.
"Judy" ... "Who, me?" ... from watermelonlugger to house painter ... has been known to go for walks ... "Of course I wouldn't doodle in class" ... "Greep-Greep" ... die Deutsche Nurn ... "What's the matter with dungarees and moccasins?" ... "I really should study!"

DONALD LEE GREEN  
ECONOMICS
Gamma Beta Chi; Young Republicans 1,2; Honor Guard 1; College Choir 2,3,4; SGA 4; Argonauts; FAC; Men's Council 4; Junior Follies; College Players 4.
"Don" ... "No kidding, I really am 21" ... 4th floor penthouse ... hopes to get a car ... comes back to WMC to lose weight ... one of Eastern Shore gang ... "Hi, Wally!" ... absentminded ... member of unofficial GBX rush committee ... Loves Ocean City ... "I'm in L-U-V!"

Hey, C'mon up!  
What's new, Pussykat?  
Just boning up on the facts of life.
JOANNA HAMBLETON
Music
Glee Club 1,2,3,4; College Singers 3,4; Orchestra 4; Iota Gamma Chi (Chaplain 2,4); Delta Omicron 2,3,4 (Warden 3, 2nd V. Pres. 4, Secretary 4, Rush chairman 4); College Players 4; SNEA 4; Wesleyanettes 1,2.


from each

VERNON LANNY HARCHENHORN
Political Science
Pi Gamma Mu 3,4; Soccer Team 3,4; GOLD BUG (Reporter 4).

"Lanny" . . . One of Professor Hurt's Fine Young Colleagues . . . "In the nature of the case" . . . "But Dr. Whitfield, Lincoln was a Republican" . . . WTTR 101 . . . "Okay now then" . . . Transfer from Frederick Community College . . . "I like the MG—besides, it's easy to push."

JACQUELINE LEE HARDEN
Art-Education-Library Science
Iota Gamma Chi 1,2,3,4 (Asst. Bus. Mgr. 1, Pres. 2,3); ISC 2,3; ALOHA 4 (Co-Photography Editor); CONTRAST 3, 4; Artists Anonymous 1,2,3 (Treas. 2); Junior Follies (Art Staff); Dorm Council 4; SNEA 3,4; Canterbury Club 3; College Players 3; FAC (Co-Chairman).

"Jackson" . . . pierced ears 3 . . . "51 McDaniel, the President's Room . . . Art courses are NOT candy!" . . . You're kidding me . . . Do I have to raise my hand? . . . Original Iote.
JO ANN HENKLE
SOCILOGY
Delta Sigma Kappa 2,3,4 (Sgt. at Arms 4); Intramurals 1,2,3,4; J.V. Basketball 1,2; Rifle Team 1,2,3,4.

"Jo" . . . Lean, sleek cat who thinks too much . . . Hitchhiked to Garrett County in 11 degree weather . . . "Hoss" on Rifle Team—ROTC's secret weapon . . . Sweater girl . . . Someday I'll learn how to sing! . . . Swingin' wing . . . I just can't do a handstand!

TIMOTHY RICHARD HART
MATHEMATICS
Gamma Beta Chi 2,3,4 (President 4); College Band 2,3,4 (Sec.-Treas. 4); IFC 4; Junior Follies 3; Class Committees 2,3; Golf 2; J.V. Basketball 1; College Players 4; Intramural Sports 1,2,3,4.


BETTY LOU HART
SOCIOPY
Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4; Canterbury Club 4; Junior Follies; Girl's Intramurals 1,2; ROTC Sponsor 3.

Whinnies like a Cow?? . . . —Has been known to give fire alarms on the wing . . . Wears assorted Sigma Chi jewelry . . . One half Black Saint . . . The Great Auction Caper of 1965 . . . Incites panty raids . . . Has been seen in Chapel . . . Seldom studies . . . Took 20 hours first semester of senior year to alleviate boredom . . . Stuffed animal fiend.

Are you sure there's a fire drill tonight?

Now . . . about those pledge parties.

Oh, hello, Dean Howery—I was just going somewhere quiet to study.
CHARLES J. HICKEY II  
BIOLOGY-EDUCATION

Pi Alpha Alpha 2,3,4; Golf 1,2,3; Newman Club 2,3; SNEA 4; ALOHA Photography 2; GOLD BUG 1; College Players 4; Junior Follies 3; Wrestling 1.

The Living Legend ... Hicksberg ... Laundry ... Mary makes me smile ... C&C Railroad ... Breakfast Club 1,2,3,4 ... It is an EB ... Black and White and Red and White ... Maybe I can fix it ... Honest, Dean Robinson, it was a 42 ... I am going to stay in shape this Winter.

MAUREEN HICKEY  
ENGLISH-EDUCATION

Iota Gamma Chi 2,3,4 (Vice-President 2); SNEA 1,3,4; Dorm Council (Treasurer 4); ISC 4; Junior Follies (Costume Chairman); Junior Plays; College Players 3,4.

"Hick" ... The whistler; "If I only had a brain!" ... Member-inlet idiots ... Third floor bellringer ... 4 year plan ... "Hug" ... The next time I go to college I'm going to be an art major! ... "Adam Baby" ... Dabble in oil paints ... "But Mary, it needs eyes!" ... Passion for black olives ... The WONDERFUL library ... "Great Pumpkin."

FREDERICK KINGSBURY HILL  
LANGUAGE-EDUCATION

Wrestling 1,2,3,4; (Co-captain 4); Golf 1,2,3,4 (Co-captain 4).

"King" ... Tiger ... The littlest grubby ... The hustler ... The cheese King ... Plays cards some ... Has something waiting in Joppatowne.

Who says it is no fun if you don't catch any!

And YOUR date is in the bound periodicals room.

Let me in.
ELZA ETHEL MAY HOFFMAN
ENGLISH - EDUCATION

SNEA 2,3,4; Hockey 1,2,3; Volleyball 2,3,4; WAA 2,3,4; MSM 1,2; SCA 1,2,3,4; Iota Gamma Chi 1,2,3,4; French Club 1; English Club 2,3,4; Junior Follies 3; President’s Club 4.

"Elza"... Hi... That’s Great; Oh Roomie, you’re kidding... I lost my key again... Thanks, dear... On to the AVON, oops... All my friends are Noisy... I’m minorin’ going home!... I’ll NEVER play that UKE in public... Oh for motivation and inspiration... Of course you don’t HAVE to go to SNEA, but... Education and double periods don’t mix.

DAVID C. HOFFMAN
PRE-MEDICAL

Delta Pi Alpha 2,3,4 (Scholarship Chairman 3); Intramurals 1,2,3,4; FAC 4; Spring Football 2; Tri-Beta 2,3,4.

Where’s Turk... Taking applications for a new sidekick... Roomed with the Nose... Helped Amico with English... Sometimes swings from pipes... What makes you think that I worry?... Sarcasm 304... Never missed a fraternity meeting... Grenlich... Embarrass who?... Grenlich... Almost rode a camel to a party... Who is the real King of Spain.

HENRY HANSSON HIMLER
SOCIOLOGY

You should’ve seen me last night!

All right, men!

I even use A.V. on weekends!
EDWIN LOWELL HOLLAND  
PRE-DENTISTRY
Delta Pi Alpha; Track 1,2; Baseball 3; SCA (Co-chairman publicity comm. 2); Young Republican’s Club (Vice-president 3); Men’s Council (Recorder); SGA Senate Representative 4.
"Fast" Eddie... Hey quick... You're a preacher?... And Holland's still running... Commuter from the U. of M. But Scuffy, that's what I meant... One of the Elderdice Boys... I know 22-0 is a close score Fern, but can't I go in now.

RONALD LEE HOLLOWAY  
ECONOMICS
Alpha Gamma Tau (Treasurer 3,4); Intramural Sports 1,2,3,4; Men's Council 1.
"Boats"... Keeper of Sunken Treasury... 1960 Fiat in his fleet... O-kayyy... Comes from Appalachia... Evinrude 1,2,3,4... Early to bed, early to rise... Roommate for sail... Hagerstown Chamber of Commerce 1,2,3,4... Disciple of William Dawson Cowden... Pinned to a land lubber.

EDMUND ROBERT HOLLYWOOD  
SOCIOLOGY
Intramurals 1,2,3,4; IFC 4; Alpha Gamma Tau 1,2,3,4 (President 4).
"Holly"... The fraternity can't condone this... Alpha Gamma Tau's answer to Johnny Unitas and Jerry West... Where's my Portcoat... Out with a Townie (more than once)... Frequent's the Pit, Homestead, Herb's, Nite Owl... Can YOU do it in a minute and a half?... One lung... Hey, Hook, lend me your car... Has parking problems.

Conflicts? No, not much.
But where's the rudder?
Let's see now—one in 4 seconds, 6 in a minute and a half, a case in?
DAVID BLAIR HORTON
HISTORY-EDUCATION

Gamma Beta Chi (Chaplain 4); Intramural Sports 1,2,3,4; SGA 2,3; Baseball Team 1; Soccer Manager 2; Tennis Team 2,3,4; (Captain 4); Letterman’s Club 3,4; Honor Guard.

"Dave" . . . Horney . . . “stroke the ball” . . . member of the shore gang . . . roomed with a "Tree" for four years . . . Fourth Floor gang 3,4 . . . "to the stead" . . . dining hall veteran . . . 7th man on 6 man tennis team . . . history, what’s that? . . . "Hi, how’re yu" . . . Are you sure?

KAREN JEAN ADAMOUR HOPE
ART-PSYCHOLOGY

ALOHA 3,4; Junior Follies.

It’s Long Island not Longisland! . . . I didn’t have time to study, I just finished reading it this morning . . . Please—it’s a motorcycle . . . Appeal of a beard and a TR-6 . . . “Still desiring, we live without Hope” . . . Create! in volume—projects due tomorrow . . . Psychology to cope with Art . . . Cold and Breezy trip to Williamsburg. But I don’t care, I still like Cezanne!

JONATHAN THORP HOLTHAUS
BIOLOGY

Football 1,2,4; Choir 1,3,4; SCA 3; Orchestra 1,2,3,4; Band 3; Alpha Gamma Tau.

"Jon" . . . "The greatest in the world is a VW" . . . often made it home on weekends . . . loved organic passionately . . . "you’re a real klunk-head" . . . Best man for a snowflake . . . "Best music is country music" . . . Trombone and guitar . . . To the Ol’ Homestead for some pickin’ and singin’ . . . The Air Force may be the answer.

"I realize this is the wrong parking lot, General, but I’ll practice where I want to!"

"Dan, I KNEAD your help—my project broke!"

"Now, Mr. Horton, strike the ball."

thee
MARY ESTHER HOUGH
ART-LIBRARY SCIENCE-EDUCATION
Artists Anonymous 1,2; SNEA 1,2,3,4; Dorm Council 2; Iota Gamma Chi (Secretary 3); College Players 3; Follies 3.

"Hug"... 4 year roomie ... Art is NOT a candy course ... "Tige"...
Under the bed file? ... Don't believe in it ... I have to go wash my hair ... From C to B student ... It doesn't need eyes, Maureen ...
I'm going up to Muddie's ... It's a PINK cow ... I HAVE to graduate ...
Have to go to bed so I can get up in the morning ... Ideal Iote.

JEANNE ANNE HUTCHINSON
SOCIOLOGY
Iota Gamma Chi (Yearbook editor 3, Corresponding Secretary 4).

Patrick Anne the Green duck ... Pro-Terrapin Terror ... Spyder enthusiast ... Four year Iote ... Berg, Hutchie, and Smica three ...
Unintentional French major ... Smallest member of the Big Three ... Cards, I get cards! ... A phone a day because my boyfriend's away ... Original seapony ... Green, Green, it's Green I say ... Zonk and Zurbe.

ALLAN SOUTHWORTH INGALLS, JR.
FRENCH-EDUCATION
Football Team 1,2,3,4 (Tri-captain 4); Baseball Team 1,2,3,4; SGA 3,4 (Vice President 4); Class President 3; ODK 3,4 (Vice President 4); FAC; Letterman's Club 3,4; Student Life Council; Junior Follies; IFC 3,4; ROTC Battalion Commander 4; Alpha Gamma Tau.

Smiley ... Jiminy Crickets ... Every Prince has got to have a white horse—me—I got the Squire and a Troubled Troubadour ... working on a 48 hr. day ... But Dan, we need a big podium! ... Hey, Hi Flopper! !

Guess it's time to do the laundry.  What me worry?  The Princely time formula—I just divide my day into 9 4-hour periods.
CAROLYN WILBUR JENNINGS
ENGLISH
Cheerleading 1,2,3,4 (Co-Capt. 4); Phi Alpha Mu (SGA Rep. 3, Sec’y 4); Junior Follies (Co-author); ALOHA 4 (Literary Editor); Dorm Council (Fire Warden); FAC; English Club 2; Newman Club 4.
"Carol"... From a "Little Bit" to "C. J."... It’s not dirt, it’s a freckle!... Frenchman Phi Alpha... "Tis a woman’s whole existence"... Did you say party?... TAC, Goodfellows Club... Swinging Wing...
I’m expecting Tom an hour ago... 4-year roomie.

SUZANNE MULLEN JACOBS
FRENCH-EDUCATION
Sigma Sigma Tau (SGA Rep, Sgt-at-Arms 3); Trumpeter; Class Officer (Secretary 1,2,3, Pres. 4); Honor Court 2,3,4 (Recorder 4); SGA 3; FAC; SOS 1,2,3,4; Student Leadership Conference 2,3; French Club 1,2,3,4; ALOHA (Editorial Assistant); Junior Follies.
"Jake"... One of the Forest-In crowd... Madam President... Always last to choose room... Kay, do you think I’m chubby?... 4-year roomie... Hodle La Pierre in Ocean Grave... Other Gillette twin.

JANET IVINS
ART-EDUCATION
Intramurals 1; GOLD BUG 1,3,4 (Assistant Feature Editor); CONTRAST 2,3,4 (Assistant Art Editor 2, Art Editor 3, Editor-in-Chief 4); ALOHA 4 (Layout Editor); Junior Follies (Make-up Chairman); College Players 3,4; Iota Gamma Chi.
"Jan"... "Muff"... The second time around, and the third, and the fourth... Pyromania Personified... Where impulse and reason collide... "Conferences" in the Capitol... Suicide blonde... Printers ink.

Candy Major? Phooey!

No, I'm NOT ready to clean the room!

But I'm on the Dorm Council.

from life
SCOTT JOYNER  
POLITICAL SCIENCE  
Baseball 1,2,3,4; Soccer 1,2,3,4; Band 1,2; Gamma Beta Chi 2,3,4; IFC Representative 4; IRC 3,4; Letterman's Club 2,3,4 (Secretary 4).

"Scotty" ... Bismaw ... Ferny's Little Boy ... I fail to believe this ... Charter member of PHI PI CHI ... What! Me Party? ... I hate this place completely ... Non-voting member of the SGA table ... Ankles Joyner ... From a cow to a skunk in one easy lesson ... Gamma Beta Chi's answer to mental illness ... The world's loudest banjo picker.

DOROTHY DRAGOOG KLANDER  
FRENCH-EDUCATION  
Phi Alpha Mu; GOLD BUG (Copy and Typing Editor 4); French Club; Junior Follies (Makeup).

Grille 101, 202, 303, 404 ... Le pere Kopman ... AYSM? ... From Mama Scott to Papa George ... Real red and blue girl ... Mama Dolly ... second generation ... "SLEEPY" of the Seven Dwarfs ... Miss Stoner, reserve me a bed ... POOH CORNER ... Fertility idols in the bedroom ... But if I stop smoking, I'll gain weight.

BRUCE RICHARD KNOWLES  
PSYCHOLOGY-EDUCATION  
Delta Pi Alpha (House Manager 4); Football Team 1,2,3,4; Track 1; Baseball 3,4; Letterman's Club 3,4 (Vice-President 4); Intramurals 1,2,3,4.

ROTC major, Capt. Knowles ... Sodas for sale ... "Pinochle, Pitch, Tipperillos" ... Our club; "Panda, Rollie, Psycho" ... Quit mooching cookies, McClintock ... Ran third floor recreation room ... Pets: Wally, Crusader, Speedy ... "White ... White."

Dream all you want, Little Ferny, Uncle Sam's watching you.

But, Dean Howery—I live here now!

Time out from study?
JOHN HENRY CHARLES LASSAHN, III
SOCIOLOGY

Pi Alpha Alpha 2,3,4; CONTRAST 2; Assistant Manager-Wrestling Team 1.

"Johnathan" . . . A certain Iote . . . Black and White forever . . . Railroads . . . Liked Sophomore English so much, he took both courses twice . . . Loves parties . . . Continually changing tires on a green Lincoln . . . Trips to the Eastern Shore . . . RÔTC . . . Locomotive rides before German finals . . . "Someday your ship will come in, but with your luck, you'll be at the railroad station."

GARY FRANCIS KULICK
SOCIOLOGY

CAROLYN VIRGINIA KOERBER
FRENCH-EDUCATION

French Club 2,3,4; Lutheran Student Association 1; Argonauts 3,4; SNEA 3,4; Junior Follies; Commencement Play 3; Choir 1; Delta Sigma Kappa 2,3,4 (ISC Representative 3); SOS 1,2,3.

"Kirby" . . . Egad! . . . Wall-Posie Party of 64, 65 . . . "Well, it all started in my Junior Year" . . . Ich Mu Gu et. al. Gaudiamus Igitur . . . "I'm far" . . . Elbow-benders Club . . . Three year Phi Alph plan . . . Even so returned the stranger— . . . French Methods at night . . . "Where is the Language Lab???. . . Life is but a water faucet . . . "As long as I can crawl, don't touch me."

Nobody loves me . . .

I love to study.

Someday I'll run a railroad.
BETTY GENE LILLEY  
MATHEMATICS-EDUCATION

Argonauts; SOS 2,3; SNEA 3,4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 3,4.
"Bee Gee" ... Teaches "cigar smoking" ... Flunked Spelling 101 ... Foremost penguin artist ... Petti-pants galore ... "Can teachers go barefoot?" ... Green and White mascot 2,3,4 ... Inlet Idiot ... Outlandish liar ... "But Dr. Spicer, I didn't mean to whistle!" ... Some exercise every night ... "Just looking for mercury!" ... Suckers.

BRADFORD DUANE LINS  
ENGLISH-EDUCATION

College Choir 1,2; Varsity Baseball 1,2; College Player 3; Pi Alpha Alpha.

Troubled Troubadour ... The Phantom Three are we ... C'mon, Booney! How 'bout a little 9-ball! ... Did it curve, Al? ... For true art was n'er created but in a state of semi-sobriety ... I picture a tomorrow that is today, colored with moments that I've bent my way ... If we only didn't have to study, we could learn some stuff.

DARRELL GLENN LINTON  
MATHEMATICS

Gamma Beta Chi; Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 4; Tennis Team 1,2,3,4 (Co-captain); Lettermen's Club 2,3,4; JSA 1.

"Darrell" ... Avant Garde 2,3,4 ... Roomed with Mark, Rob, and Doc ... "The Paddle" ... February 30th ... L.M.A. ... A triangle ... A cookie for J.O. ... Spends vacations in Florida ... Has burned much midnight oil ... Frequents the 'stead on Friday night ... Rarely hits a flat backhand.

I should be on a diet to gain weight.

Thanks for the nifty fire escape, Colonel!

"Ping Pong Mr. Lightner?"
REBECCA ELLEN LORD
SOCIOLGY
Sigma Sigma Tau (ISC Representative 3); SOS 2; Pi Gamma Mu 3,4; Argonauts 3,4; Artists Anonymous 2,5.
"Becky"... "How many posters by tomorrow??"... Dreaded Hell Week for 6 months... Ocean Grove madness... Mu Alpha Delta 2,3,4... "I really ought be studying!!"... Cokaholic... "You know, at Redlands we did it this way"... Deviant Soc... "Hey listen to this"... France... "See ya Sunday"... Icky Green... Blue clothes.

college days

DIANA FRANCES LONG
MATHEMATICS-EDUCATION
SOS 2,3,4; Project Puerto Rico Field Service Team; MSM 1; Wesley-anettes 1,2; Intramurals 1,2; Sigma Sigma Tau (Chaplain 3); SNEA 4; Junior Follies; ALOHA 4.
"Dee Dee"... Not to be bold, but... Shift Casa Grande style... Primarily Ensenada interaction... P.E. roomie + hook shot = shattered light bulb... 2 year course in interior decorating... W.a.a.a.a... Sexy Hawaiian hula... Penn pal... Blanche convert.

SUSAN KAY LISTON
CHEMISTRY
Iota Gamma Chi; Argonauts 3,4; SOS 3; Rifle Team 2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2; College Band; CONTRAST.
"Kayos"... Tri-Lambda-Liston's Lending Library... "What's wrong with West Virginia?"... Spring and fall fever... A girl and her duenna, or The Bobsey Twins in Love and War... Blue jeans and saris... "I've got to wash my hair!"... Master bookmender and apprentice sharpshooter... Mad, mad, mad scientist.

Whatta you mean-no girls on the Rifle Team?
P. R. whirl of curls.
Now I can study.
ELIZABETH LORRAINE LOUD
PSYCHOLOGY

Sigma Sigma Tau (Pledge class pres. 2, Pres. 4); Artists Anonymous 1; MSM 1; May Court 3; Psychology Club 3,4; ISC 4; Girls' Intramural Basketball 1; GOLD BUG 2; Junior Follies 3; ALOHA 4.

"Lorrie" . . . "Far be it from me" . . . 1 CC equals 2 B . . . 3 year spastic waitress . . . "Oh really?" . . . United Grill Workers Union . . . Infamous 2 year chemistry major . . . Loud's home for wayward ducks . . . 3 years with a worm . . . Dr. Miller's fan club . . . Friend of Cherry Collins.

EDWARD DILLER LOWRY
ECONOMICS

Gamma Beta Chi; Pi Gamma Mu; Argonauts; FAC; GOLD BUG; Statistics Lab Assistant.

Weekend warrior . . . Hey Dave, I got to go make a phone call to Terry . . . I'll be back in 3 minutes . . . Roomed in Memorial Hall all 4 years . . . Holy Smoke, I'm 800 pages behind and I have 8 tests tomorrow . . . Convince Mr. Mach that the marginal utility of TV is infinite . . . "He really is an amazing guy" . . . Attend fraternity meetings?

JOAN HUMPHREYS MACDONALD
MUSIC-EDUCATION

Iota Gamma Chi 1,2,3,4; (Sec'y. 2, Pres. 3); Canterbury Club 1,2,3 (Pres. 3); College Choir 1,2,3; Girls' Octet 1,2,3; ISC 3; SNEA 3,4; Delta Omicron 1,2,3,4 (Business Manager 2, 2nd VP 3, VP 4); FAC, Follies 3; SLC; Religious Life Council 2,3.


Who says the customer is always right?!

But operator, I have not been on phone for three minutes. Honest!

I have a new roommate this year!
DANIEL ROY MCCREADY  
PRE-MEDICAL

SGA 2,3,4 (Treasurer 3, President 4); Student Life Council 4; Alpha Gamma Tau 2,3,4; Omicron Delta Kappa 4; SCA 2,3,4; Track Team 1,2; Intramurals 2,3,4.


PAUL A. McCLINTOCK  
ECONOMICS-MATHEMATICS

Delta Pi Alpha; Football 2,3,4; Letterman's Club 3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Honor Court 4; Junior Follies.


WILLIAM ELIASON McCLARY, JR.  
ENGLISH-EDUCATION

Gamma Beta Chi; FAC 4; College Players 3,4; SNEA 4; Honor Court 4; ALOHA 4; Junior Follies; SOS (Puerto Rico); GOLD BUG 3,4 (Feature Editor); SGA (Culture Committee 4).


I thought you'd NEVER ask.  
Watch this one, coach.  
"I think I'm ready for the lab quiz."
ELIZABETH NASON McPHERSON
ENGLISH-EDUCATION

Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4; FAC 4; SOS 1; CONTRAST 1; Class Vice-President 2; SGA Action Committee 2; Leadership Conference 2; Argonauts; Canterbury Club 1,2; IRC 4; SNEA 4.


JOYCE NEFF MAGNOTTO
ENGLISH-LIBRARY SCIENCE-EDUCATION

Cheerleader 1,2,3,4 (Co-captain 4); Trumpeters; Inter-sorority Council 2,3,4 (President 4); FAC; Junior Follies; English Club 2,3; May Court 2,3; Homecoming Queen 4; SNEA 4; Argonauts 3,4; Iota Gamma Chi (Vice-president 2).

"Joyce" . . . Lazagna and spaghetti-what else is there to eat? . . . Oh, I forgot pizza! . . . Married a "Valachi" Bachelor, believe it or not . . . I really mean it . . . From 9 million to zilch . . . An original Iote.

LYNNE JOAN MARCK
BIOLOGY-EDUCATION

Class Vice President 3,4; Fire Warden 4; Dorm Council 4; SGA 2; ISC 3,4; Junior Follies, SNEA 4; GOLD BUG 2,3,4; (Circulation Manager); Pom Poms 2,3,4; Choir 1,2; Intramurals 1; Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4 (Social Chairman 2, ISC 3, President 4).


Think I could fly back? They said it couldn't be done.

. . . Welcome to my Zoo!
IRENE HARRIET MEGILL
SOCIOLGY
Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4; Majorettes 1,2,3,4 (Co-captain 3, Captain 4); French Club 4.
Four year Phi Alph . . . Sun porch 1,2,3,4 . . . Sponsored the Prom . . . Unintentional French major . . . Member of the F in M club . . . Swingin’ wing . . . Four year roommate plan . . . “New Jersey is not a swamp” . . . Point by Point Struggle . . . Majored in grille freshman year . . . “I don’t get it?” . . . Summered in ANW.

SHERRIEL JEAN MATTINGLY
ENGLISH-EDUCATION
CONTRAST 1,2,3,4 (Assis. Literary Editor 2, Literary Editor 4); College Players 3,4; Delta Sigma Kappa 2,3,4 (Business Manager 2, Historian 3); GOLD BUG 1,2 (Feature Editor 2); Argonauts 3,4; Junior Follies (Assis. Director); Women’s Glee Club 1; Tri-Beta 1,2, SOS 3; SNEA 3.

JANET ELAINE HOUCK MARTIN
ENGLISH-EDUCATION
Choir 1,2,3; SNEA 3; Hockey Intramurals 1; Sigma Sigma Tau.
“Janet” . . . Happily married . . . Still on Honeymoon . . . Hazel eyes . . . The great procrastinator . . . I can talk loud if you want me to . . . Snow time is no time for dayhops . . . Sigma’s need a car, I’ll see what I can do . . . I’ve got to get home to my husband.

Stir in a little motivation.

The pen is mightier than the sword . . . I’ve got both . . . just in case.

Late Again?!?
ELAINE MEGINSKY
BIOLOGY-PRE-DENTISTRY
Delta Sigma Kappa (President 4); Tri-Beta 2,3,4; ISC 3,4; IRC 3,4; Girls' Rifle Team 3,4.
Fafnir . . . Graduating in February . . . I'm going to lab . . . Daisy and the Home Ec House . . . Freddie the Frog . . . Well . . . Did you notice his teeth . . . Don't want to become addicted to the candy machine.

BARBARA CARROLL MEIROSE
PHILOSOPHY
Iota Gamma Chi 1,2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2; Girls' Rifle Team 2,3,4.

PHILIP LACY MEREDITH
CHEMISTRY
Class President 1,2; SGA 1,2; Men's Council 1,2; Gamma Beta Chi 2,3,4; Argonauts 3,4; Student Life Council 3,4; Omicron Delta Kappa 3,4; Phi Lambda Upsilon 3,4.

JUST 29 more for the fur coat.

It's time to "brush-up" again!

Another course in cookbook-chemistry.

shall
CAROL MONTRUE MORELOCK  
**Physical Education-Education**

WAA 2,3,4 (Manager 3, President 4); Sigma Sigma Tau (Alumni Secretary 3); Varsity Hockey 2,3,4; Junior Varsity Basketball 3; Varsity Volleyball 3,4; Girls' Intramurals 1,2,3,4; ALOHA 4; SGA 2,3 (Publicity 3); Student Leadership Conference 2,3.

"Buddy" ... chief big medicineman ... One of Joanie's girls ... Blue Hornet ... Penthouse in 4th floor heaven ... One of the Forest-in crowd ... Yes, I'm still pinned! ... What chorus line? ... Bruises!!

EARL FRANCIS MILLER, JR.  
**Biology-Education**

Alpha Gamma Tau; FAC 4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.

"The Farmer" ... May study again, next year? ... Lived with a hitch hiker and a midnight raider ... "Can't, got a lab today" ... Down in the Boondocks ... 3:00 A.M. ping pong ... Found out what weekends were for ... HOOD 3,4 ... Dance decorator for AGT.

CHARLOTTE ANNE MEYER  
**Biology**

Phi Alpha Mu (Treasurer 3); Tri-Beta (Treasurer 4); Junior Follies.

Charlie ... "So I'm a Bio major, stop laughing." ... Swingin' wing ... "I'm just average" ... Tuesday Morning Club ... Roomed with Annie for three years and a skunk for one ... Ice cream enthusiast ... "Washington, D.C. is a suburb of Olney" ... "This is an ugly day" ... Goodie, no labs today ... "I'll start tomorrow ... A "Good Fellow."

Hush, hush, Sweet Charlotte  
*After a hard day in the fields.*  
*"The latest fashions in sports wear."*
ELIZABETH ANN MURPHY
ENGLISH-EDUCATION

Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4 (Torch Editor 3, Vice-President 4); ISC 4; GOLD BUG 3,4 (Assistant News Editor 3, News Editor 4); Pom Poms 2,3,4 (Co-captain 3, Captain 4); FAC; May Court 3; SNEA 4; Delta Pi Alpha Sweetheart.

"Betsy"...A blimp and a bowling ball...lives with one Bear and sleeps with another...Most uncoordinated Pom Pom..."Quick—the mouthwash"...Reserved: one pickelfork for summer 1966.

DANNY KYLE MYERS
PHILOSOPHY

Pi Alpha Alpha 2,3,4; Young Democrats; MSM; JV Football.

"Danny"...Reads biographies...Fond of Onions and Greek hot dogs...Favorite Creek Ulusses...Ag extensions in Bolivia..."Little Rink"..."Communication"...Ends justify means..."It's really amazing"...Prospective lawyer...Saber es vivir.

KAREN RUTH MYERS
MATHEMATICS-SOCIOLOGY-EDUCATION

Sigma Sigma Tau; Pom Pom Squad; SNEA 1,2,4; SOS 3; Junior Follies.

Owner of a little green Mustang...Shares a 4th floor luxury suite with a Cambridge kid...Blondes do have more fun..."You fink"...4 year Sigma...Has charge account at George's..."But 10 o'clock is a half-hour past my bedtime."...Ocean City summers...Can't sing anything but off-key...Freshman spring in Fort Lauderdale.

"It's just the influence of my better half!"

A fine life is a thought conceived in youth.

A college educated scrubwoman!
LEONARD DAVID OWENS

LOUISE EILEEN NELSON
MUSIC-EDUCATION

Trumpeter; SCA 1,2,3,4 (Pres. 4); Delta Omicron 2,3,4 (2nd Vice-pres. 2, 1st Vice-President 3, President 4); MSM 1,2,3,4 (Secretary 2, President 3); Dorm Council 3,4 (Secretary 3, Pres. 4); Iota Gamma Chi 2,3,4; Choir 1,2,3,4; Women's Octet 1,2,3; College Singers 3,4; SNEA 3,4; FAC; College Players 4, Women's Glee Club 1,2,3,4; Junior Follies.

Nels . . . Weez . . . "Be quiet or I'll call the dorm president" . . . 4-year plan . . . "I'm sure I'll hear my alarm clock tomorrow, Room" . . . Inlet Idiot . . . "I must maintain my image!" . . . One of the Cole-majors . . . "But Prof, we were singing the right notes."

MARY PATRICIA NARUTA
ENGLISH-SOCIOLOGY

Artists Anonymous 1,2; SOS 2,3; Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4; International Relations Club 2,3; English Club 2,3; GOLD BUG 4; Young Democrats 2; Tutoring Service 4.

Pat . . . This place . . . I'm hungry . . . Ich Mu Gu, et. al. . . . Time to retire Gus . . . Big uglies . . . Charlie . . . Wall posy party '64 . . . So what's wrong with janitors? . . . Please, don't ask me to wait breakfast . . . One more English course and I'll . . .

Sure I can think of better things to do, but . . .

Think I'll get in treble?

I'll tell you what's new, Pussy Cat
GERALD MILTON PATTERSON
FRENCH-EDUCATION
Pi Alpha Alpha (Recording Secretary 3,4); College Choir 1; French Club 4; SNEA 4; Intramural Sports.
Oz, Ooz, Jerry, Patty, Uncle Miltie, take your pick . . . favorite sleeping time 4 A.M. to 12 noon . . . study hours 8 P.M. to 8:10 P.M. . . .
French with a Carroll County accent . . . became neurotic watching Dr. Kopman . . . today a Methodist, tomorrow a deist existentialist and then a ? . . . spends summers nursing grass blades.

CAROLYN DIANE PETERSEN
SOCIOLOGY
Iota Gamma Chi 2,3,4; College Players 3,4.
"Kerri" . . . "Isn't that crazy?" . . . Alumni boarder . . . growing a poinsettia tree . . . "Poor me" . . . One of the "Big Three" . . .
Spends summers in Ireland . . . "I have a rehearsal tonight" . . . "My name is Bibbi—now I'm getting confused!" . . . Everything's a "Hooge" . . . "Guess what, you'll never guess!" . . . Fetish for burning candles . . . "Now this is my list . . . ."

LYRL CATHERINE PETERSON
ART
Iota Gamma Chi 1,2,3,4; Women's Glee Club 2,4; Choir 1; Junior Follies.
The red muu-muu . . . I can't wait to get home and see my cat . . .
Finks and teddy bears . . . Hummed her way through Bio lab . . .
O.H.P.G. . . . "Miss Peterson, I have a flat I'd like you to paint for the fall play."

That's my dog Tide, he lives in there too!
Romeo, Romeo . . . wherfore art thou?
I'm never going to get all this work done by tomorrow.
Mater

CHARLES VICTOR PUSEY
ENGLISH-EDUCATION
Gamma Beta Chi (Vice Gamma 4); Junior Follies; FAC; SNEA; SGA Safety Committee 2; Intramural Sports; Agronauts 3,4 (Secretary); Honor Court 2,3,4 (Chairman).


MARY ELIZABETH PRICE
ENGLISH
SCRC 1; Beta Beta Beta 2,3,4; IRC 4; Argonauts; Iota Gamma Chi.

"Yes, from Nebraska" . . . needed an umbrella . . . "Let's go golfing" . . . Dayhop 1,2,3 . . . on the corner of the hockey field . . . organization 101, 201, then Blanche Ward 401 . . . had an absentee roommate—lab, lab, lab . . . Iore pixie . . . "I should study" . . . "This is ridiculous" . . . popcorn at midnight . . . Puerto Rican tan.

DIANNE PETROVICH
ENGLISH-EDUCATION
CONTRAST 1,2,3,4 (Business Manager 3,4); SGA Finance Committee 3,4; Girls' Rifle Team 1,2,3,4; Girls' Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Junior Follies; SNEA 4; Canterbury Club 1; Delta Sigma Kappa (Sergeant-at-Arms 3).


You can't get a man with a gun.

To the peace and organization of fourth floor Blanche Ward.

O-o-o-ow Mama!!
JAMES A. RAUCH
PRE-DENTISTRY

Tri-Beta 2,3,4; Men's Glee Club; Honor Guard 1; Intramurals 2,3,4; Reserve Officers Association; CONTRAST 1; Pi Alpha Alpha (Treasurer 4).

BRUCE H. ROBINSON, JR.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Alpha Gamma Tau 2,3,4; Soccer 1,2.
"Bruce" ... I am not a "witch" ... Take a card ... We'll all be there, Pete ... Loves those rides home ... Come in, Mr. Mowbray ... Anheuser—Bush sabbatical ... Nervous breakdown after a year with Dave and Doug ... Town girls—they're OK ... You say you want to be hypnotized ... Commuted senior year-between the Pit and the Homestead ... Alpha Gamma Tau's Freshman entertainer ... Four year bachelor.

FRANK P. RINEHART
CHEMISTRY
SGA (Treasurer 2, Representative 3,4); Omicron Delta Kappa 3,4 (President 4); Phi Lambda Upsilon 3,4; Argonauts 3,4; Track 1; Gamma Beta Chi 2,3,4.
"All that glitters is not diamond" ... Charter member of Back to God Movement ... Couldn't beat Porter, so he joined him ... Sports Propagandist ... Most Spastic Waiter 64, 65 ... Majored in Chemistry because he misinterpreted Beer's Law.

KATHERINE ANN RICHARDS
ENGLISH-EDUCATION
Argonauts (President 4); Junior Follies (Assis. Director); College Players 3,4; English Club 2,3; French Club 1,2; SNEA 3,4.
"Kathy ... " ... What-ya? ... Studying 1,2; The Table 3,4 ... That's not what I meant ... But I have to sit by my husband ... SGA APPROVED ... Giddy fool ... Talk about spastic ... One of Estha's honeys ... "legs" ... Only the entire campus knows for sure ... Well, if I'm awake.
CAROLE ANNE ROEMER
ENGLISH-EDUCATION

Choir 1,2,3; Tri Beta 1,2; Wesleyanettes 1,2; SNEA 4; Girls’ Intramurals 1; MSM 4; Young Democrats 2; Artists Anonymous 4; CONTRAST 4; Junior Follies; Delta Sigma Kappa 2,3,4 (Business Manager 3).

"The Roemer" ... Polly-Anna ... With a Song in my Heart ... Onion Hall 2,3,4; ... Never late—for meals ... C & C Railroad ... Delta Sig is the best one ... Ich spreche francais ... pilots the lobby ship.

CLAUDE MICHAEL RONEY
ENGLISH

Football Team 1,2,3; Rifle Team 1,4; Wrestling Team 1,3; Intramural Sports 1,2,3; Delta Pi Alpha (Chaplain 2,3); ROTC 3,4.

"Rock" ... The Playboys’ Parson ... Philadelphia’s finest ... Rumored to have put himself through school by being no. 1 driver in the local destruction derby ... Took Bio exam in 18 minutes (and passed!!) ... Roney’s Body Shop ... Part of the Fearsome Four-some ... Taught freshmen how to eat ... "What do ya mean this isn’t my room!"

JUDITH CAROL ROWE
ENGLISH-EDUCATION

Sigma Sigma Tau (Alumni Secretary); GOLD BUG 1,2,3,4 (Assistant Feature Editor 3, Inside News Editor); MSM 3,4 (President 4); SNEA 3,4 (Vice-President 4); FAC; Honor Court 4; English Club 3; Glee Club 1,2,3; Junior Follies; RLC 4; SCA 4; Dorm Council 4.

Skidly ... Queenie ... El Cid ... 5 roommates, four years ... Only abstainer on the hall ... Who wants to get up for breakfast? ... Lived on Skid Rowe ... No, Lexington Park is not on the Eastern Shore!

12 o’clock-time to study.

What black circle ...?

Just back from Skid Row!
BARBARA ANNE SCHWARTZ  
MATHEMATICS-SOCIOLOGY-EDUCATION  

Delta Sigma Kappa 2,3,4 (Historian 3, Social Chairman 3, President 4); Girls’ Rifle Team 2,3,4 (Captain 4); College Choir 1,2,3,4 (Vice-President 4); Delta Omicron 3,4 (Treasurer 4); Little Symphony 1,2; FAC; Junior Follies; SNEA.

Barb . . . Four-year freshman . . . We go by our first names around here—my name is Schwartz! . . . Youngest senior . . . Bertha Schultz . . . I shoulda been a music major! . . . What do you do with a drunken Girl Scout? . . . girl with a guitar . . . I'm little, but I'm loud!

CATHARINE BOWES SAYRE  
BIOLOGY  

Tri Beta 1,2; Intramural Sports 1; Canterbury Club 1,2,3,4; Choir 1,2,3,4; Delta Sigma Kappa 2,3,4 (Business Manager 2).

"Sayre" . . . Got to bed early—1 P.M. . . . "I'm reading for the first time" . . . 200 pages to go . . . This sleep . . . "I'm going bowling" . . . Oh, you're a foreigner . . . How did you find Western Maryland? . . . I'm a half breed . . . My mom's American . . . So I half belong . . . From 6 labs down to 2 . . . Chem major at heart, just no smarts . . . Shades on.

RICHARD JOEL SANGER  
BIOLOGY  

Beta Beta Beta; ROTC 1,2,3,4; Soccer 1,2; IFC Representative; House Chairman; Intramural Sports 2,3,4.

Rich . . . ZANNGEEEZ . . . I'm only 40 minutes late . . . What refrigeration? . . . Switched to firewater . . . Love showers in A.N.W. . . . I've been boiled . . . I'll have something different—how about a hot dog? . . . What's this about radar on Green Street?

Time to shut off the television and settle down with a good book.  

A stranger in paradise . . . 303 Lewis Hall.

If I had a bell . . .
ROGER-LEE RALPH SHIPLEY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION-EDUCATION
Football Team 1,2,3,4; Delta Pi Alpha; Intramural Sports 1,2,3,4; FAC; AAPHER; Wrestling—Assistant Coach 4.

BARBARA ANN SMITH
SOCIOLOGY
Phi Alpha Mu; GOLD BUG (Assistant Editor 3,4); V. Hockey 1,2; Intramurals 1,2; Artists Anonymous 1.

LYN DULANEY SMITH
SOCIOLOGY
Phi Alpha Mu; ALOHA; GOLD BUG 1; Artists Anonymous 1,2 (Pres. 2); Class secretary 4; Junior Follies.

Another hard day of studying.
Just me and "Johnny-Ping."
They can’t have another class meeting—I’ve lost the minutes.
swiftly passing

From Mama Scott to Papa Joe ... I never cut! ... Jewish wedding ... But Skid, I've got plenty of time to study—the test isn't until next period ... Get me up for breakfast ... Kosher roommate ... Panic not ... Bachelor girl ... I have to wash my teeth ... Almost made the Key Club.

WILLIAM GILBERT SPANGLER
MATHEMATICS
Intramurals 2,3,4; Soccer 2,3,4 (Co-captain 3,4); Junior Follies; ROTC Staff Officer; Alpha Gamma Tau 2,3,4 (Social Chairman 4); Tennis 1.
Bill ... "Horse" ... Loves "Candy" ... "Friend of the Phantom" ... 6-year Bachelor ... "Stand up, will ya?" ... "Is there another fall sport? Carroll County All-Star ... "How would you like to be karat-chopped?" ... "Nose" all ... Man from Marlboro Country ... Blue & White Giant.

CHARLES CONRAD SOHN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Football 1,2,3,4; Baseball 1; Intramural Basketball and Softball; Delta Pi Alpha.
"Charlie" ... I want out ... Say Babe ... Up from the "Pit" ... Where's Ginny? ... "Super-Bod?"

Yes, I was nominated as The Blanche Ward Dorm Father.
But I am standing up!
But Joe, how can I chaperone a high school dance like this?
PATRICIA ANNE STAHL
ENGLISH-EDUCATION

CONTRAST 1,2,3,4; BSU 1,2,3,4; SNEA 4; Delta Sigma Kappa 2,3;
English Club 2,3.

"Irish" . . . Little Onion 2,3,4 . . . Member of Letter-a-Day Club . . .
You're on Candid Camera!" . . . Santa come late one year . . . Robinson
fan.

KAYE STEVENS
FRENCH-EDUCATION

Sigma Sigma Tau 2,3,4; SNEA 4; FAC 4; Junior Follies; French Club
1,2,3,4; SOS 1,2,3,4 (Chairman 4).

Jimmy's girl . . . 4th floor penthouse . . . Basura in Ensenada . . . Oui
or Si? . . . Weekends at Maryland . . . So I like my little Fiat! . . .
Maybe I'll get engaged—someday . . . Only 2 car family in the dorm
. . . So what if I live on the Eastern Shore! . . . But 10 o'clock is a
half-hour past my bedtime . . . Nap takers anonymous . . . One of the
Forest-In crowd.

Wish you were here.

So we need an electrician with 12
lights, stereo, refrigerator and TV.

M. CHRISTINE STYER
ENGLISH

Choir 2,3; Women's Glee Club; Intramurals; Experimental Theater 4;
Sigma Sigma Tau 2,3,4.

. . . 3 year recruit for Barney . . . "Cause the Sigmas don't!" . . .
Bridge major . . . United Grille Workers Union . . . Are there any
fourths around—Now we need a fifth! . . . Ex-fourth floor angel . . .
Study? What's dot? No, I am not going to teach . . . One of "Estha's
Honeys."

Who ME?? Steal trays from the
Dining Hall??
PATRICIA ANN THOMPSON
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Cheerleader 1,2,4; Iota Gamma Chi 1,2,4 (Treasurer 1); SGA Representative 2; May Court 1.

MARY ELLA THARPE
MATHEMATICS-EDUCATION
MSM 1; SCA 1; Glee Club 1; SNEA 3,4 (Treasurer 4); Iota Gamma Chi 2,3,4 (Treasurer 3,4); Junior Follies.

LOIS SWERSKY
SOCIOLOGY
Pi Gamma Mu 3,4; Young Democrats 1,2; I.R.C. 1,2; CONTRAST 3; GOLD BUG 3; Intramurals 1; Psychology Club 3; House Council 3.

Hey, Bobbie, Man is the SUM TOTAL OF ALL HIS ACTIONS. How can we be overdrawn again? Watch out for quicksand!
CHARLES TURNBAUGH
HISTORY-PRE LAW

Gamma Beta Chi 2,3,4 (House Manager 3); Tri-Beta 1; SGA 3; Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Junior Follies; ALOHA-Advertising Manager; Class Vice-president 1; SGA Leadership Conference 2,3; Men’s Council 3.

Cauliflower is nothing but cabbage with a college education—Mark Twain . . . History—is a nightmare from which I am trying to awake—James Joyce . . . SGA report?—No comment . . . Red and Blue Blood . . . Found a Pat way of doing things . . . Ran a bar during the summer.

CHARLOTTE HELEN TWOMBLY
SOCIOLOGY

Iota Gamma Chi (Sunshine Messenger 1, Business Manager 2); Choir 1; Glee Club 2; Tutoring 3,4; MSM 1,2; SOS 4.


ANNE MARLOW VOSE
SOCIOLOGY

Phi Alpha Mu 2,3,4 (Chaplain 4); Dorm Council 1,2; Junior Follies.


At least it’s better than working in the dining hall.

I was just thinking about you . . .

They call me the knitwit.
ROBERTA JANE WARRICK
FRENCH-EDUCATION
Sigma Sigma Tau 2,3,4 (Secretary 4); Majorettes 1,2,3,4; French Club 2,3; Young Republicans; Intramurals; SNEA; ROTC Band Sponsor 3.
"Bobbie"... David House Girl... 3 A.M. escapade... Capitol Summer '65... Togetherness... Spastic waitress... Washwoman... Foot in mouth disease... Gullible, primogeniture, orgey—What's that?... You ain't worfa Big I meets Big E... Socks 'n sneakers... Trop d'Anglicisme... Is there a w.p. in the house?

MARY LEE WARREN
ENGLISH-ART-EDUCATION
Phi Alph Mu 2,3,4; GOLD BUG Cartoonist 2,3,4; Artists Anonymous 1,2,3,4; Junior Follies; English Club 2,3,4; Argonauts.
"M.L." ("M" for lazy friends)... I live in Ocean City—yes, it's dead in the winter—no, the ocean doesn't freeze... Roomed with case of sleeping sickness—caught the disease... Midnight artist... New York, anyone?... Golden 50's?... Creeping Crawling Crud... Loves to go to her Dentist... Tempest 3½,4... "Dopey".

CAROLYN ANN WAREHIME
MATHEMATICS-EDUCATION
Iota Gamma Chi 2,3,4; Kappa Mu Epsilon (Vice-president 4); SNEA 3,4; SOS 2; Argonauts 3,4.
"Hime"... But I don't know any modern math!... Dried prunes... Wake me up in fifteen minutes... Knitting-3... But Dr. Spicer, I didn't whistle, Bee Gee did!... "Cigar smoker", 3,4... Inlet Idiot... Sings (?) in the shower... Carless Commuter 1... It's a "Hime" original... Goes home every weekend... Bruises easily... Trench mouth.

I think I have sleeping sickness.  I think I'll mix up a little Shakespeare.  How profound Lois, I think I'll sleep on that.
RICHARD JOSEPH JOHN WHITE
MATHEMATICS
Delta Pi Alpha; Football 1,2,3,4 (Tri-Captain 4); Track 2,3; Wrestling 3,4; Letterman's Club 2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.


JANET KAY WILLETTE
ENGLISH
Choir 1,2,3,4 (Secretary 4); Women's Glee Club 1; Women's Octet 1, 2, 3; Delta Omicron 2; SOS 1, 2; College Singers 3,4; GOLD BUG 4; Pep Club 4; Sigma Sigma Tau 2,3,4.


GERALD WILLIAM WINEGRAD
ECONOMICS
Delta Pi Alpha (Social Chairman 3,4); Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Football 1,2,3,4; Baseball 1.


Two more fullbacks to knock off and I'll be first string again!!

What do you mean . . . of course it's soup!

And now ladies and gentlemen, it is star time.
friendships here begun

LINDA WRIGHT
FRENCH-ENGLISH-EDUCATION

Choir 1,2,3,4; SGA Traffic and Safety Comm. 2; GOLD BUG 1,4; ALOHA 3 (Layout Staff 4); Jr. Follies 3; Glee Club 1; French Club 2,3 (Treas. 4); English Club 2; SNEA 3,4.

THE WRAT ... Miss GWU ... Phi Alph mascot who'll get it June 25 ... Sec. of Society for Elimination of Vice in Our Lifetime ... Spastic muscle ... Eat worms! ... Bennekomer Plunkitipeter Blankenbaker? ... Half a—d glasses ... Weekend commuter ... Bridge 303, 403 ... God knows I'm sorry ... language lab 2,3,4 ... GBX barmaid ... A dwight in shining armor ... Loves to layout ... AYSM? ... Dorm hop ... A wrat and a bull who live in SQUALOR (filth and misery) ... FRIWAFITT ...
Presenting

NO VACANCY

A NEW COMEDY BY:
Carolyn W. Jennings
Linda J. Mahaffey
Robert A. Julia

Music by:
Gary A. S. Crowell

Lyrics:
Carolyn W. Jennings
Linda J. Mahaffey
Gary A. S. Crowell

Produced by the Class of 1966
April 29, 30, 1965 ALUMNI HALL
8:15 P. M.
A play had to be written... Summer came and a D. C. bar provided inspiration—the Follies of 1966 was born... First semester witnessed many sessions with Mr. Tribby... and many scripts... The first act was completed... PANIC!... Wanted: one co-author for the junior follies... And Linda joins the ranks... Three weeks later Carol and Linda crawled out of a hole with the script in hand... and Tribby liked it!... Gary Crowell became "Boss Man"—Director, Composer and Organizer... Typecasting, what's that...?
And a good beer always goes down!

We will join together
Stamping out evil
In all kinds of weather
Stamping out evil

We will fight temptation
Stamping out evil
Sex and dissipation
Stamping out evil

Down with smoke and brandy
Stamping out evil
Women's shorts and candy
Stamping out evil

Stamp it out
Stamp it out
Stamp it out
Stamp it out

Gimme a beer, beer, beer; Gimme a beer!
CAST OF CHARACTERS

Berrie Buckworth . . . . . . . . . . . . Carolyn Koerber
Randy: William McClary
Throck: Timothy Hart
Horse: William Spangler
Monk: John Ballard

Suzanne: Carolyn Petersen
Judy: Joyce Magnotta
Mary: Lynne Mark
Priscilla: Karen Criss

Truebody: Wayne Porter
Cpl. Buckworth: Gary Kulick
Fred: Kingsbury Hill
Gladys: Carol England
Officer Whimpy: Charles Hickey
Mrs. Rockabilite: Diana Long
Eliz. Rockabilite: Kaye Stevens
Dalrymple: John Emens
Drunk: Bruce Robinson

Women's Club
President: Louise Nelson
Secretary: Linda Wright
Treasurer: Judith Goldstein
Alcohol Com: Doris Brown
Sunshine: Barbara Schwartz
Censorship: Judith Rowe
Members: Joan Humphreys
Karen Myers
Suzanne Jacobs
Kathryn Coleman
Elza Hoffman
Linda Burkhart
Lynne Forthuber

Policemen
Capt.: Robert Basye
Flannigan: George Schwebler
Wise: William Deckert
O'Leary: Robert Hollywood
Conway: Victor Pusey
Brogan: Donald Green
Jonston: Ronald Boone
Officers: Daniel Jett
Charles Turnbaugh
Allan Ingalls

Streetwalkers
Charlotte Meyer
Barbara Smith

"Let's go. Wait, wait. Is, uh, everybody ready? Maybe I ought to count to ten first."
Who the hell is responsible for this mess? BUCKWORTH! You stupid, irresponsible son of a!!

... many rehearsals ... repressed emotion verbalized in that “magic word” ... “Hey, keep it clean!” ... junior women gain twenty years and an aversion for alcohol ... I would just like to say ... “take this out and insert the following ...” ... once more through the orgy ... don’t scream, ladies, shudder! ... And then opening night ... costumes, makeup and genuine laughter ... the last curtain call ... and on to the party to celebrate a great hit!

Ugh, who is that “nasty” boy.
Where's the Party? Mrs. Rockabilt said . . .

That's the end of the show folks
The party's ready to start
Our class is all together
Now it's time to depart

Curtain time is approaching
Memories we will hold
Hit the lights
Strike the set
For the show's about to fold

That's the end of the show folks
We're getting ready to go
We've had a lot of fun doin' it
Hope we've pulled in some dough

Time to take off the make-up
Time to store all the props
From the ranks
We give thanks
Now it's time for us to
Close the curtains, let's
Close the curtains, let's
Close the curtains and GO!

Ah, Mom!
Alva Sayrs Baker, III
Diane Ellen Bennekomper

Mary Ruth Bowden
Kathryn Anne Coleman

Judith Marilyn Goldstein
Allan Southworth Ingalls, Jr.

Suzanne Mullen Jacobs
William Eliason McClary, Jr.
WHO'S WHO
AMONG STUDENTS
IN AMERICAN COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES

Daniel Roy McCready
Joyce Neff Magnotto
Louise Eileen Nelson
Frank Palmer Rinehart
Linda Mahaffey Spear
I think it was chicken salad we had for lunch???

But wait! What happened to the large trunk . . . we . . . left . . .

Why thank you, I hope I will enjoy my stay here!
"Well, hello Freshmen." ... tests? On the first day? ... carrying yellow schedule cards and maps ... Power and Politics ... sharp insights into the ideas of men ... Honor Court wraps up another "case" ... learning new games on the golf course ... still unpacking and still under the illusion that dining hall food is good ... memories of home cooked meals and the long wait for 'letters from home' ... Questions?? Ask the FAC ... A Western Maryland mixer? ... Our own world-upper-classmen invade and suddenly we become "Rats" on the Hill.

Pssst! I can't remember where my discussion group meets—Lewis dorm or Winslow Hall.

Girls, just remember to use deodorant and graduate a virgin.

Lastly, I'd like to warn you about two little boys ...
HOMECOMING WEEKEND
Homecoming—a magic weekend away from reality... Improvised lighting to work far into the night... Saturday, and classes that everyone forgets... A gobbled lunch... Parade starts at 12:45 sharp... Lycoming is tough, but we’ve only lost two Homecomings in the history of the school... Spirits not dampened in spite of the weather... Thank goodness for freshman! Reminiscences and firm handshakes... Ironing the long dresses again—and again... I hope the flowers match her dress... Radiant Joyce Magnotto doffs her cheerleading uniform to become our Homecoming Queen... back to books and reality.
Linda Mahaffey Spear
Senior Attendant

Anne Louise Cooney
Sophomore Attendant

Anne Roby Spencer
Junior Attendant

Nancy Lynn Higdon
Freshman Attendant

HOMECOMING COURT
The stage is set; the lights go out; a cigarette is lit; the action begins. The attention of the audience focuses on the center of the stage, into the personage of the main character. The awareness of a hard brutal reality paralyzes all. A voice, strong, firm, defiant, sure, reveals one person; laughter, sarcastic and repetitious indicates another. A conflict has begun to take an indefinite shape, not only for the character but also for the audience embodied in the character, yet separate from him.

But, the conflicts are different. The character faces a struggle within himself. The desire and the need to be somebody fights off the growing realization that he is nobody. His friends, his girl, his teacher, and finally his parents turn him away, till he has nothing but himself and the haunting laughter. Where can he turn for what he needs: to the world, to a band of indifferent strangers? But even the world rejects him. He is no use to them. The laughter—that is where he can turn, where he must turn. It pushes him into himself, deeper and deeper into the very essence of his person until he sees it, until he sees himself as those around him see him.

The audience sees, hears, and feels the motions and the words of the character. Self-consciousness, pity, and a hanging-on to the reality of the situation keep the audience from complete identity with him. A fear that, perhaps he is talking to me, blaming his existence on mine, fills the hearts of each person and along with these fears comes a feeling of compassion, a desire to help. Anyone so lost and beaten deserves all the love one can give him. An intense desire to take him in your arms, love him, guide him, make him somebody, makes it necessary for one to hold onto one's chair. This peak of emotion, carried through the play holds the audience in a trance, with all eyes permanently fixed on the main character's face. The audience cries with him, laughs with him, runs with him. Yet afraid to make a sound, to put itself in the spotlight, it runs from him.

Slowly and subtly the character begins to run also. The laughter, blocking every exit, drives him to his end, to the final judgment. Against him is the hateful, indifferent world, for him is no one, not even himself, for he is only an image. The laughter, recurring throughout the play, is himself laughing at his image, laughing and laughing until the image laughs at itself, even destroys itself.

A boy is kneeling on the ground, clinging to the broken image; the audience is silent, spellbound, incapable of movement. The lights go out, and the silence remains.
"I am the queen" was the valiant cry of a prostitute searching for the one moment of dignity in her life. Dignity and its game with the human race—throw that game into the setting of an Eastern European revolution and you have a poignant drama about the lives of conflicting segments of humanity.

The Drama—*The Queen and the Rebels*; the author—Ugo Betti; the company—Western Maryland College Players; the result—a moving success.

Commissar Amos—Gary Crowell—wants the queen. But the queen—JoAnna Hambleton—in her flight for life, has been reduced to a snivelling, grovelling peasant. The queen escapes but a prostitute—Argia is captured. Argia—Kerri Peterson—wants to regain her lost dignity and the people want their queen. It is only natural then, that a prostitute replaces the queen before the firing squad.

The final curtain closes with the sun rising in the background the distant roar of machine gun fire; and a prostitute for queen—a more than adequate queen.
We wish you . . .
one little candle . . . many
little candles . . . decorations
up 'till New Years . . . the
Christmas spirit rose as
Linda read Ferlinghetti's
"Christ Climbed Down" . . . any-
one for flu shots? . . . coconut
snow balls—a flame.
. . . the Spirit of Christmas
BANQUET

The Spirit of Christmas
... and an angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the glory of the Lord appeared to them, and the glory of the Lord shone around them, and they were filled with fear. And the angel said to them, 'Be not afraid; for behold, I bring you good news of a great joy which will come to all people; for to you is born this day in the City of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord.'
...the Chapel wreaths

...the first prize for doors in McDaniel dorm was awarded to "the Village Toy Shop"

...the traditional McDaniel tree with balls decorated by each girl that climb to the top as graduation approaches

...Mama Scott and friends sing of the Yuletide season
Girls clad in rollers and bathrobes run from Blanche Ward to McDaniel... caroling while waiting for Santa... The Twelve Days of Christmas—and a bunch of pipes that make a bunch of noise... Santa "Nelson" Claus arrives... handfuls of thrown candy and Christmas tree ice cream... a hassock for Mama Scott and trays for Mrs. Frey... Joanna Hambleton’s story about the Christmas quilt... from Dorm Party to floor parties... but never to bed.
Thirty-second Annual Conducting class... little man with a mighty stick... outside interest... student de-ductors conduct Little Sympathy... "Which part are you playing today?"... score in the floor... the roving musicians... the Farewell Symphony... conducting sticks with a "warped" personality... "Give me an H"... "Mine's called "Tacet"... loud repercussions... "And two and four and..."... Thanks for the memories.
THE U. S. ARMY
FIELD BAND

Kings of the Highway... assembly of foot-tappers... from marches to overtures... Lt. Col. Robert L. Bierly conducting... only official touring band in the U. S. Army... concerts in all 50 states, plus Europe and the Far East... the Soldier's Chorus sings the stirring "Battle Hymn of the Republic"... "The Trumpeter's Lullaby"... over too soon... "The Stars and Stripes Forever... "
The Blizzard of 1966...

...melted into water battles...
Communication . . . Where the H--- is the other pica ruler? . . . non-consecutive Monday night staff meetings—at 10 pm!! . . . Are you sure Mr. Lane is coming today—want me to take him around? . . . Attention please, ALOHA pictures will be taken this afternoon (we hope!) . . . office squalor—a la midnight deadline . . . No, we can't do that, they did it last year and the year before that . . . too many color dividers, too much cover charge . . . Sandy becomes organized . . . No, we don't have to pay a fine if we miss a deadline . . . $$$ . . . Money, money, who's got the money? . . . Remember, Goldstein, "the quality of mercy is not strained", and beside that, we really don't want you to cut out a pound of flesh to pay the other bills! . . . With a little scrimping and saving we can afford a new typewriter ribbon this month . . . Jackson and Jan add art to the layout staff . . . the Oriental flavor to photography . . . full bleed . . . 2 cosas from the narthex . . . Won awards for the neatest office on campus . . . Remember: the cover and color is a secret . . . The 1966 ALOHA will not be biased!
From a back-corner office where the typewriters skip every other letter and the floor is knee-deep with old newspapers, issues forth every other week—to the amazement of staff and onlookers alike—the GOLD BUG.

With an overworked and dedicated staff—they have to be, they don’t get paid—Linda Spear led a crusade to undermine the solid, conservative name of the campus newspaper. With an increased six-page issue they were able to fulfill their goal of "printing anything that fits." Editorials, letters, and columns used the shock method to obtain readers. Often based on emotionalized opinions, these diatribes against campus and world-wide problems evoked more criticism than approval; but even criticism was an improvement over apathy.

In 1966, Alice Cherbonnier and David Carrasco took the lead as co-editors of the GOLD BUG. A good combination of the elf and the cobbler, they pushed the standards of the newspaper to new heights (and depths) by both improving news coverage and digging up more skeletons to haunt the campus.
CONTRAST

"Will we ever get any material do you think?" "At last," the editors chortle. "At last we have art and photography as well as literature." Madness runs rampant as the CONTRAST staff gathers. "Sell, everybody sells!" cries the business manager trying to coerce some unsuspecting guy into selling in the boy's dorms.

Somehow the deadlines are always met. The literature comes in—and it's good. The literary staff faces the tough task of selecting only the best. The art staff picks the art and photos. Stay within the budget.

The stuff is back from the printers and the layout crew go to work, blue pencils poised over white sheets. Scissors snipping, sticky-paste hands carefully arrange the final results. Hey! It's done! We can make the table of contents, send it off.

Then we wait. Will the printer get it back in time? Will the printer even be printing or will he be in Florida again? Finally the cardboard boxes arrive and eager hands tear them open, to admire the results, distribute them, sell the rest.

Now it's time to think about next year's CONTRAST. Remember to write this summer. The next one's going to be even better.
Help wanted . . . fun, danger, excitement . . . prestige, honor, respect . . . opportunities, unlimited . . . work with a closely knit organization . . . you, too, can vote against Article Six . . . responsibility: Homecoming, Tree-lighting, May Day, Snow Carnival . . . big plans . . . Conference . . . new ideas, new equipment, new letterhead . . . old problems, old cokes, old co-operation . . . go places (Annapolis, Washington, Harvey Stone) . . . meet people (Tydings, Tawes, Willis) . . . see things (dreams, hallucinations, nightmares) . . . G. Lord Harry . . . "I'm personally responsible for nine thousand dollars!" . . . Frank, star of the minutes . . . SGA Unhung Hero, Rob . . . Robert's (Hearn) Rules of Order . . . Benny, Calendar Girl for a whole year . . . "I'm sorry, Dr. Ensor, but Commencement hasn't been scheduled a week in advance" . . . "Carolyn, we just got back from the Frostburg Conference, and we want you to type the minutes for the past five years over again—in triplicate." . . . Army camouflage curtains . . . SGA up a tree . . . "We ought to be in pictures" . . . paint the office, again?!? . . . come early stay late . . . Please Knock . . . Right to 31, left 4 times stopping at 6, back to 83, knock twice, give the secret sign, scratch your back 3 times, and you can use the phone . . . let's take a vote . . . we'll meet at 5 P.M. to rehearse for the meeting . . . Burn, dorm, burn . . . blot the BLOT . . . May I have your attention for a few million announcements? . . . Dangerous Dan . . . stop looking so smug . . . everybody out of the pool room . . . bring your voice down about 3 octaves for those announcements . . . We have to stick together, nobody else likes us! . . . Executive Committee's extracurricular activities . . . SGA, a graven image . . . trying to live it down . . . I ran for SGA because I wanted everyone to like me . . . What do you expect to do, now that you are an officer: "I plan to cry a lot." . . . ODK, Trumpeter, Argonauts . . . Maybe the Freshmen like us . . . Working long and hard and enjoying it.
But I've never been on the stage before . . . honor among thieves . . . Is everyone being honorable this year?? It sounds like a good joke, but it is really a serious responsibility which the WMC students have assumed in order to give them a comfortable situation in which to pursue their academics. With the able supervision of the advisors, the students themselves interpret and enforce the rules of honor.

It is the students alone who maintain the Honor System and make it effective. The WMC Honor System "is founded on the belief that a code of honor is an integral part of higher education and that no individual privileged to seek this goal should conduct himself dishonorably."

The Student Life Council is composed of faculty and student members who meet periodically to debate the world-shaking problems of our campus. They discuss such areas of conflict as the eating habits of the natives; the overwhelming response of the campus to chapel speakers and assembly programs; the gullibility of our innocent students to salesmen from the outside world; and the inadequate time that the library was accessible for students' use for proms, play periods, and study.
Order in the sections! ... What? Damn! Another case to try! ... I plead the fifth ... Socks in the dining hall—well, shirts anyway ... the Dean's Council ... check that alarm before inspection.

Slacks may be worn ... Dean Robinson, dean of —?— ... Now I light this tree ... sorry, no more hot chocolate ... are we best dressed? ... request—late curfew ... horrors! she was late ... next year we would like ... inexperienced council, no advisor, worked fine.

MEN'S COUNCIL

FRESHMAN ADVISORY COUNCIL

"Hello Freshman, well hello Freshman, we’re so glad to have you here at WMC" . . . Jackie, Kay, and Jack . . . Summer letters and room assignments . . . disorganized organization . . . "the mixer really is in Blanche Ward gym" . . . "You're looking swell Freshman, We can tell Freshman, In a week you'll be adjusted—you just wait and see." . . . Seniors, Juniors and a lone Sophomore prepared for the class of '69 . . . tests? On the first day! . . . Power and Politics . . . "You're the best Freshmen, pass the rest Freshmen, you're advisors we are always here to aid you." . . . Dean Robinson . . . a new role as Junior Counselors . . . "sorry the rooms are a little cramped" . . . Questions?? Ask the FAC . . . "Learn the ropes Freshmen, don't want you to feel like dopes, Freshman." . . . campus tours . . . schedules . . . a new way of life . . . "Welcome Class of 1969."
Kay Coleman, Jack Ballard, Jackie Harden, Co-chairmen, and Dean Robinson, advisor.

McDaniel Dorm ... a new Housemother finds her way quickly into the fold ... the Lounge is there for your enjoyment ... "Don't laugh, I'll give you a fire drill yet!" ... late minutes in the lobby ... just what I needed—a new lock.

Martha Goode, President of Blanche Ward Dormitory.

Blanche Ward Dorm ... paper filled rooms ... Fresh air fire drills ... Plywood doors ... 2:00 A.M. serenades ... open house on Sundays?? ... the man at the bathroom window ... Let's lock up in pairs nows, girls ... Don't forget to put your pin in!

Left to right: A. Cooney, L. Cone, A. Lewis, J. Rowe, K. Cranford, M. Goode, K. Coleman, L. Marck.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB

The IRC attempts to bring to the campus knowledgeable speakers on contemporary and controversial topics. The club has sponsored a faculty forum on the India-Pakistan dispute; a World Federalist; a student relating his experiences in Vietnamese villages; a professor who objects to the Viet Nam policy; and others who presented definite views on events of the past year.

Le Cercle Francais, under the sponsorship of Mme. et M. Jacques Derasse, cultivates an active interest in the French language and culture.

The biggest event of each year is the Fête Noël which attracts a large number of the students, faculty, and townspeople. Members of le cercle perform in plays, sing French Christmas carols, and dance the traditional steps of the French peasants, but everyone present has an opportunity to participate in the festivities.

FRENCH CLUB

YOUNG REPUBLICAN'S CLUB

The Young Republicans seek to increase their knowledge of the party by hosting speakers, attending banquets, and visiting the nation's capital. This club aims to encourage student interest in national affairs.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB

The Psychology Club is now in its second year with plans extending far beyond. This year's agenda includes visiting nearby hospitals, establishing a program of volunteer work, and inviting speakers from agencies and other colleges. In the future we hope to become a chapter of Psi Chi, the national honorary society.

The purpose of the club is to give its members a chance to broaden their range of experience and to encourage and stimulate interest in the field of psychology.
Late last spring a small group of WMC mathematicians laid plans to establish an honorary mathematics fraternity on the Hill. These plans were realized this year when the Maryland Beta Chapter of Kappa Mu Epsilon held its first meeting.

The society was established to further the interests of mathematics, to stress its importance and to develop an appreciation for its beauty.

This year Dr. Whaples, Mr. McDonnell and Mr. Lightner addressed the group. Kappa Mu Epsilon sponsored the presentation of research papers by the senior mathematics majors.

KAPPA MU EPSILON

Monthly Monday meetings... refreshments served... let me tell you about my student teaching experiences... panel discussions tell us how it really is... February interviews and propaganda... well-attended functions... NEA-A-V aids and Maryland Teachers.

STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
ARGONAUTS

WITH APOLOGIES TO SAM COLERIDGE

... A student with a study guide
In a vision once I saw:
It was an academic maid,
And with her study guide she played,
Enough to pass the final.
Could I revive within me
Her method and her style,
To such deep delight 'twould win me,
That with smiling and with guile,
I would build that "A" in air,
That lovely "A"! those grades so nice!
And all should cry, Beware! Beware!
His flashing eyes, his floating hair!
Weave a laurel round him thrice,
And clothe in gown and mortar board,
For he of literature is lord,
And master of the cept device.
BBB—Best Biology Brains . . . Our blood bank has interest in your circulation . . . Tonight's scientific movie: clotopatra, filmed on the banks of the bile . . . Meet the singing scientists with live rhythm . . . Who's going to tutor us, before we tutor the freshmen? . . . Is there a volunteer to head the refreshment committee—Jess? . . . A word from our sponsor: "Pay your dues!" . . . Picnics and elections go hand in hand . . . What! You can't be at the meeting because you have a late lab? . . . The Southern gentleman is our national president . . . After a brief business meeting — . . . Another Wednesday—another speaker.
Pi Gamma Mu, a national social science honor society for students and faculty, was founded in 1924, and presently has over one hundred forty active chapters in colleges and universities. Active membership is open to juniors and seniors who are in the upper third of their class, and have at least a B average in their social science courses. The organization’s motto: “Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall make you free,” exemplifies the desire to improve scholarship and to inspire social service to humanity.

"Continually striving, we attain." . . . Fraternity for women . . . How to hold five offices effectively . . . Stars of D. O., Dr. Heg. and Mrs. Cole . . . Twenty-third Triennial Conference in Bedford Springs, Pa. . . . white dresses and lyres of gold . . . "create and foster fellowship" . . . Two meetings a month? . . . dinner at the Coles . . . new Province President . . . January meeting in March . . . two annual recitals . . . three new members . . . "to find our purpose."

Delta Omicron

Left to right: B. Schwartz, J. MacDonald, L. Nelson, J. Hambleton, M. DeHaven.
All right sopranos ... what do you want, a written invitation? ... go over this anthem for tonight ... always come through ... the best Christmas program ever ... cymbals, maracas, and tom toms in the chapel ... the choir in color ... if you will all be so good as to watch me ... section of prima donnas ... we're just tired tonight ... spastic Lenin rehersals ... last minute changes ... surprise party for Prof and the seniors too ... Brahms's Requiem ... turn in your folders.
COLLEGE BAND


Evening rehearsals to pep rallies and from football games to stage concerts . . . arrangement by Kersey . . . I hear music, but I can't find the band! . . . "Little Red Kimono Hood" . . . Gary Crowell becomes "Pied Piper" of the Hill . . . from candy bars to cokes and programs . . . anything for a dime! . . . "Win, Western Maryland" . . . and the band played on.

Since they formed in the spring of 1965, the College Singers have become one of the better known campus singing groups. Under the direction of Mr. Spangler, the nine gals and eight guys sing anything from Bach to William Schuman.

The Singers perform for the Christmas Communion, the Ash Wednesday Communion and Focus. In April the group presents its Spring Concert. Also the group supplied the background music for Esther Smith's "Stained Glass Windows."

WOMEN'S OCTETTE

The Western Maryland College Women's Octette has for many years been a part of musical activities on the Hill. Although each year, the members change, their spirit stays the same. The present group's first appearance came when they performed three folk songs in the College Choir's 1965 Spring Folk Festival. This Christmas, the girls "rum pummed" their way through "The Little Drummer Boy" at the Trumpeters' Banquet.

WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB

Made up of co-eds who like to sing, the Women's Glee Club is a part of the total music program at WMC. Every Tuesday afternoon the girls tune up and delve into the worlds of Schubert, Carter, Debussy, and Reger. Under the leadership of Dr. Miriam K. Whaples, the Glee Club gives an annual Christmas program. This year the group sang for and were entertained at the Glynndon Women's Club Christmas Party. In May the girls presented a program of French music, including Debussy's "The Blessed Damosel."
The Religious Life Council consists of the religious organizations on campus, faculty advisors, and members as the clergy assisting campus organizations. It hopes to coordinate and stimulate the activities of the religious groups on campus, and initiates several programs during the year.

A major project is a year-long campaign to collect funds for the World University Services. These funds are gathered by colleges and universities in the more highly developed countries of the world and are distributed to less endowed institutions in emerging nations.

STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

METHODIST STUDENT MOVEMENT

Left to Right: J. Rowe, L. Shanks, L. Nelson, R. Whitfield, P. Kelly, A. Brown, S. Griffin, L. Hill.

CANTERBURY CLUB

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION

Seated: C. Miller, S. Edens, L. Ramsey. Standing: P. Stahl, R. Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. Ledbetter, advisors.

LUTHERAN STUDENT MOVEMENT

D. Weaver, C. Hooper, L. Hahn, C. Galmiche, G. Porter, D. Doss, Mr. Miller.
JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION

NEWMAN CLUB


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS
For America, it is the hour of decision. She must choose—whether to burn her draft cards, whether to sing songs of protest, whether to send men to bare steel against a seething jungle, whether to halt the action of enemy aggression. Life and death are on our doorstep, news stories leap to life from the front pages... Maybe the budget isn't too large... responsible freedom... the future... the past... the heritage... These are the thoughts of an anxious nation.

1966! War or Peace? In these perilous times when our nation is committed to the defense of foreign soil, the question has been raised—Is ROTC relevant on our campus?... Is it just a spit-shine shoe, a gleaming torch, a gas-operated, air-cooled, clip-fed semi-automatic shoulder weapon with no firing pin?... Is it just Kiwi and Brasso, shiny sabres and crimson sashes. A G44 w/gloves, The Gap and fifth period Tuesday?... or is it Duty, Honor, Country?
Battalionnnnnnnn, AttennnnShun! The future... look out over Hoffa field some Tuesday... there is our future... 200 cadets prepare... 400 shining eyes that have not seen the face of war with two hundred gleaming rifles that have never killed before... can they sense the relevancy?... crisp commands strike the air, weighed weapons respond in unison... At WMC, they must neither be "summer soldiers" nor "sunshine patriots," for "These are the times that try men's souls."
PASS IN REVIEW!!! Before their families, before their school, before their nation, before their fellow man, before their God, and before themselves, they must put on the uniform, pass and be judged . . . Yes, ROTC is relevant at WMC for the cadets are in the classroom and on the field to pay a portion of the debt that all free men owe . . .
STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES SERVICE:
PROJECT PUERTO RICO

SOS . . . Puerto Rico . . . Venture-Adventure . . . Aquire—Maggie and Bill . . . Castaner—Bill, Ron, Bruce, Kay, Ruthie . . . Ensenada—Kaye, Diana, Dave, Ralph . . . rice and beans . . . trash cans and basura . . . steel bands in the rain . . . trampolines . . . basketball courts . . . more rice and beans . . . mimas . . . bananas and bananas . . . teaching in Spanish . . . but we don't know any Spanish . . . work and fun . . . trying and fulfillment . . . anxiety and recompense . . . striving and reward.
Sure I'm sure we can build a basketball court in three hours.

VENTURE
ADVENTURE

Uno-dos-tres—let's look alive there.
Building a playground with bare hands wasn't easy . . .

Are you sure they have a word for "physical fitness"?

. . . but what is worthwhile that is easy?
We were wondering if you would like to contribute some dinero to our playground?

Por Favor, Carlitos, you know I can't understand when you talk that fast!

But there are only nine men on a baseball team!

Yet, Ron, I think we accomplished something... we've worked... we've made some friends... we tried... we've served.
“Preference” has been the big word this year for the ISC. Sororities inaugurated a new plan of bidding and rushing based on national systems. Preference cards, preference lists, preference teas, and preference matching guided membership drives and improved intersorority relations.

With a newly revised constitution, a bowling tournament, an assembly, and an open house for freshmen, the Intersorority Council continued to further sorority life on the hill.
"We are wearing red and white." Hey! New furniture—in our colors actually. (Of course there were all those weeks when we wondered if it would ever arrive.)

1965-66 was a good year, a year of new spirit and sisterhood and hard-earned triumphs—first prize for our homecoming float. Constructing it brought special problems—how do you get an eight foot Delt through a seven foot door? We still don’t know, but obviously we made it. It was a year of good times—the Halloween party and trimming the Christmas tree and stringing lights on the door. “The cord won’t reach.” “It will.” “Won’t.” . . . sisterhood. Bowling every Friday afternoon. “Who can go this week?”

We had a swinging time with the bachelors at the annual Christmas party—complete with chugging contest. Who won? Well, we must admit we did (the second time—with a two man start).

There were serious times too. Filling a basket for a needy family at Thanksgiving and sending a donation to the Christian Children’s Fund for Christmas.

And there were new hopes—a rug fund for a someday new rug. And old problems—"Doesn’t anybody want to be business manager?"

"Sisters always working together. Ever loyal, ever faithful." Yes, it was a good year. We’ve come closer together, and closer, too, to Delt ideals.
Sisterhood . . . “Hello pledges” . . . New bidding system brings 27 new pledges . . . “I accept with pleasure” . . . Sandy sparks the sorority with “new ideas” . . . white sailor hats . . . President Jan leads the pledge class . . . Help Week, not Hell week . . . Homecoming and Queen Joyce . . . prize-winning display and float . . . “Has anyone seen the football uniform?” . . . “Where’s the gavel so that I can start the meeting?” . . . “No one told that knitting was a prerequisite for membership” . . .

The Sound of Music . . . Christmas . . . party time . . . a time of pins and rings . . . three boxes of candy in one evening . . . Alumni Tea . . . Avon Calling . . . February and Paula takes the helm . . . we say good-bye to Bibbi and welcome to the new pledges . . . formal initiation—traditional green punch . . . Friday nights with the Man from U.N.C.L.E . . . Winter Formal . . . lessons in etiquette . . . Tail of the Fox . . . scholarship cup . . . “We believe in the spirit of friendship, good will, and love.”
The Spirit of ΦAM—always changing, moving, revealing... new pledges add a shot of enthusiasm to the bubbling urn of friendship... we grow larger and stronger, ready to take on the world, eager to learn about it... a calf for a week but a cow forever... opportunity as well as privilege... poems, parties and purple... a Beginning shining like a brilliant diamond... a sophisticated formal to a swinging Greek Night... Mrs. Witherspoon to help and advise—and laugh with us at our minutes... new ideas, new projects, new sisters... The Spirit of ΦAM—always striving, seeking, leading... Hail to thee, Phi Alpha Mu.
The songs of Sigmas... 26 new pledges... “our hearts will be blessed with the joy of friendship”... pledges cast a new light on the clubroom... Hell week was all a big yolk... keyed up pledges serenade... Sigma’s tall: our seniors... first floor Blanche Ward: the livin’ end... Long on ideals and Loud in the Grille... a little scent’ll do you... new jackets: a bevy of burgundy... Christmas party and Thanksgiving baskets... Meanwhile, back at the Ranch... A spirited ski-weekend... Sigma snow job... Frug to ‘Peg O’ My Heart... assorted Sigma sports... “Are you man enough for Sigma room service?... Second semester and 5 new pledges... “do and say... rhymes with pray-Kay”... “Times are changing”... the Sigma enigma... Scentimental seniors at spring banquet especially... “For health and strength, for loving care, for Sigma Sigma Tau sisters everywhere... “Fide et amore”... and thanks...
Janus, the legendary character who could look both backward and forward at the same time, has personified the work of this year's Interfraternity Council. The fraternities carefully examined the By-Law revisions from the previous year and looked for ways of revising their own IFC by comparison with other similar college organizations and through attendance at the National Interfraternity Conference in Washington, D. C. At the same time they planned to bring "big name entertainment" to the campus on IFC-ISC Weekend featuring the rock and roll group of Little Anthony and the Imperials. The individual fraternities revised their pledging rules, and tightened up on their rushing activities while trying not to violate the spirit of interfraternity. They looked for and found ways of coping with the attendance problems at the "big four" all school dances. They sought to increase their popularity on campus through a general appeal to the college man for fraternity as "a way of life."
The Preachers inducted twenty-four more lusty young men into iniquitous den of the Purple and Gold... much to the chagrin of new Sweetheart Betsy Murphy who had twenty-four more pairs of slobbering lips to put up with... The section was swept by a fatal epidemic of marriages as Trainor, Basye, and Diaz took the plunge... Meetings were graced with the home-cooked power of straight-shooting, tobacco spitting Bill Falkler as two-semester Delta... The pledges set the campus on its collective ear with their drunken, midnight serenade topped off by a side-splitting pledge skit... Under Bricker, the treasury swelled to unbelievable proportions. This unusual affluence led to the prize-winning Homecoming float... a mammoth two band Open Party and an unprecedented FREE Sweetheart Ball which broke all on-campus attendance records...

FAMILIAR FACES: Jim Hvidding set an all-time record for brevity with his one-day retirement from college... Winegrad moonlighted as social chairman and entrepreneur of the local art gallery, featuring pop-, op-, and Blazzeraff... Summer... Horny brothers find home-away-from-home in McDaniel House... Fatman and Chubby run wild on Wednesday and Thursday nights... Monday at the Moose, Tuesday at the Tan, the rest of the week studying at the 'Stead... Cleanest section on Campi

So we close another (?) sober year with a vow for even greater things in the future, and the promise to put Sonny on a diet.
"Sing we now" ...

Innovations and new traditions . . . GBX paints the town . . . Two week pledge missions . . . Junior Follies for the fifth time . . . Many pinnings and renovated serenades . . . A lot of footsteps to be followed . . . Staffing the Dramatic Art department once again . . . A House is a Home . . . Standing apart while blending in . . . A distributed concentration . . . The whole is no bigger than the sum of its parts . . . the ODK presidency comes back . . . Esthetic railings and ping-pong on the wane but couches taking up the slack . . . Mums at Homecoming . . . A different kind of guy . . . Let us pray . . . Banner, better late than never! . . . A bag that's not a bag . . . We try harder . . . A leisurely yacht trip on the Chesapeake becomes an annual . . . twenty-three percent fewer cavities . . . Dickinson pays for a new sign . . . Where's my JO? . . . A giant moth reweaves the banner . . . Local once again . . . Emphasis on scholastics pays off . . . Bigger and better . . . Red and Blue, haltingly . . . a new era of lantern chains . . . Homestead Special . . . No banquets this year, but just wait! . . . The button-down mind with the shirt-tail out . . . Their gain is ours . . . Expansion of middles marks a satisfied senior . . . A more perfect fellowship . . . "If I see another roach!" . . . A long four years now coming to a close . . . "Do I hear a motion for adjournment?" . . . SILENCE
Shining Out of the Sophomore Slump ... a year-long performance of many acts ... setting ... in class ... library ... locked in rooms cramming for exams ... Chapel?? ... Alumni Hall?? ... Baugher's, Benny's, and Barney's ... characters: ... diversified group of obscure and/or omnipresent individuals ... some "play the role", others sit it out ... dialogue ... "I can't take that aggravation" ... "Where are we going tonight?" ... "That's close!" ... "Tough break" ... "Don't get hurt" ... "Up tight" ... gossip ... banal trivialities and meaningful bull sessions ... main plot ... Part I ... Who am I? ... What am I doing here? ... Is this really me? ... Part II ... As a class, are we unified? ... But why should we be unified? ... first loyalty to one's own group ... Part III ... Follies, "Bye, Bye" ... new friends out of old classmates ... enthusiasm, jubilation ... exams and other tribulation ... goodbye to seniors ... Have we really "arrived?" ... subplot ... personal triumph and tragedy ... critique ... play is not unified in structure ... message is not clear ... dialogue at times ungrammatical and uncouth ... scenery too limited and repetitious ... not enough emphasis on any one problem ... these are fledgling performers of life's drama and as such they cannot be expected to turn out excellent performances with so little experience ... on the whole, very worthwhile.
President: Michael Preston

Vice President: Connie Vander Loo
Secretary: Virginia Hess
Treasurer: Carol Wilkie

CLASS OF 1968

Question: After two years on the Hill, can we make it through two more ... Check the most correct a) Yes b) No c) Maybe ("What can I say?") d) all of these e) None of these ... And we thought last year was hard ... We spend more time worrying and complaining than studying ... Fed up with studying we turn to Westminster's new horizons the renovated Canterbury House the Moose ... We find ourselves unsatisfied merely with acquiring social status at WMC and we search for more lasting values to be derived from our stay here ... to prove that all was not in vain ... our professors have broadened our scope of learning ... sociology has taught us that a group is an "aggregate in which people have a consciousness of membership and of interaction" ... We are that ... for we know ourselves by the term "sixty-eight" and through these two years we have affected each other ... From the disgust with the inertia of our freshman days grew our diversity as sophomores ... The "Kid" in all of us has something to say ... What we can't verbalize, we exhibit ... James Brown is our idol ... As sophomores, we truly are the "wise fools" who don't know what we really do know.
SCENE I: The two characters, a boy and a girl, walk slowly across the stage. They begin walking at different sides. We will allow them to pick the side of their choice. Either right or left it doesn’t matter. They pass one another at the center of the stage, and continue walking, exiting on different sides. The boy thinks he would have liked to have talked to the girl. The girl wishes he had. But they are new here, to the stage. They have never played these parts before, and they could not ad lib any dialogue. In the three succeeding scenes they will do better. This time it was a combination of self-consciousness, the bright lights and the crowd that made them lose their confidence, and that made them the quiet, shy people they appeared. Maybe they felt insignificant, in this first scene, but to the audience they weren’t. They were important. And the audience could also see the beauty of her smile, however hidden it was, and the glimmer will grow with each scene until they eventually approach perfection. And someday that smile and that glimmer will rule.
CLASS
OF
1969

Mary Massey, Secretary
Russ DeHart, Treasurer

Bill Dudley, President

Defensive Lineman of Year
Honorable Mention—All American
Mason-Dixon All-Star
All-Maryland

Best Blocking Lineman
All-Maryland

Most Valuable Player
Mason-Dixon All-Star
Middle Atlantic All-Star
All-Maryland

FOOTBALL

TRI-CAPTAINS:
Gary Kulick
Richard J. J. White
Allan Ingalls
GREEN TERRORS IN ACTION
September 6 . . . sixty-one men on the Hill . . . a new head coach, seventeen seniors and a nine game schedule from Long Island to Lexington, Va. . . .

Physicals, flu shots and the timed mile . . . The Question-quarterback??? . . .

Either you laugh at my jokes or we hit 'um again . . . O.K. dancing bears, time for agility drills . . . hit hard, make few mistakes, win many games . . . Say cheese . . . the Wagner bomb 0-7 . . .

Terrors break loose . . . two point conversion . . . the Spirit of Homecoming —ends against the world . . . alert defensive wall . . . Borga's two TD's . . .

field goal . . . safety . . . downpour . . .

curse of Death Valley . . . the Question-quarterback??? . . .

Paul's brilliant boot . . . 9-7 and a good ride home . . . Zepp in the pressbox . . . statistics lie . . .

Basye falls on six . . . 41-zit . . . Drexel and crucial mistakes . . . shades of Wagner . . . the Question-quarterback??? . . .

Hopkins, the Huseman reverse and the Last Hurrah for the seventeen . . . victory without arrogance, defeat without disgrace.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCOREBOARD</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WMC 0 — Wagner</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC 15 — Penn Military</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC 19 — Lycoming</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC 13 — Hampden-Sydney</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC 9 — Washington &amp; Lee</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC 8 — Randolph-Macon</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC 0 — Dickinson</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC 7 — Drexel</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC 6 — Johns Hopkins</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Statistics do lie ... 1-8-1 record not true indication of the team's ability ... the best games were played against the hardest opponents ... the worst games against inferior foes ... Statistics do indicate some weakness in the team ... they did not play up to their potential at times and made mistakes ... errors, bad breaks, and flaws in the strategy caused some of the defeats ... Many players distinguished themselves during the season ... best single defensive performance was by goalie Rick Coburn against a hard-shooting, high scoring Drexel team ... Senior Scott Joyner's 3-goal hat trick defeated Franklin and Marshall ... co-captains Bill Spangler and Mike Waghetstein were the backbone of the team, constantly moving them on the field ... Bob Speth set an example with his all out hustle ... John Daily and Senior Rowland Creitz turned in steady, consistent performances on defense.

SCOREBOARD

| WMC 1 | Drexel       | 6 |
| WMC 2 | American U.  | 2 |
| WMC 1 | Washington   | 3 |
| WMC 0 | Delaware     | 2 |
| WMC 1 | Mount St. Mary's | 4 |
| WMC 0 | Catholic U.  | 2 |
| WMC 1 | Lycoming     | 2 |
| WMC 1 | Loyola       | 2 |
| WMC 3 | Franklin & Marshall | 1 |
| WMC 0 | Hopkins      | 3 |

Bill Spangler and Mike Waghelstein, Co-captains
The impressive thing about the Rifle Team this year is not its record, but the consistent performance of the firers. The top five firers include Peter Riker, the captain (283); Gordon Shelton (281); Ira Klemons (278); James Morgan (276); and Russell Richardson (260).

Hampered by the loss of three fine shooters from last year’s trophy-winning team, plus a situation in which the opponents may choose to use either the regular or international target, the team has compiled a respectable record. Gordon Shelton and James Morgan are to be especially commended for their excellent shooting in spite of four scheduled labs a week.

Coach Arthur Wohl has, himself, been assiduously in preparation for his impending tour of duty in Vietnam with the 1st Armored Cavalry. Since Sarge took over the team in 1964, the overall record has been 21 wins, 11 losses. It will indeed be hard to find another coach who can match his dedication to the team and his interest in us.
After a year's absence, Coach Sam Case returned to guide Western Maryland's grapplers through another rough season. Opening with a tournament at Towson, the Terrors represented themselves well by taking fifth place out of eight teams. Several of the individuals did well: Rick Schmertzler, Jim King, Gary Kulick, King Hill, and Mike Simcock.

During the regular competition, a quadrangular meet was held (the first in the history of WMC) with Gallaudet, Frostburg, Elizabethtown, and WMC as the participants. This year WMC also played host to the Mason-Dixon Championships.

Returning lettermen Bob Basye, King Hill, and Gary Kulick served as tri-captains. The Terrors were fortunate to have a good group of new men this year who will form a solid nucleus for future teams.

February 21 ended a long and hard season for this year's JV basketball team. Ending up with a not so impressive 4 and 12 season, however, doesn’t come close to covering up the fact that the players and coach had a lot of fun in working together to develop skills and a better knowledge of the game.

There is no doubt that the JV system is an asset to Western Maryland's sports scene. The JV system, under the leadership of a good coaching staff, affords the student a learning situation at least as valuable as the one offered by the stuffy classroom. In the learning process, the Western Maryland JV's managed to turn in some creditable performances . . . teamwise as well as individually. Freshman Bill Dudley sported the highest point average with a solid 24.1 points per game. Bill played in only seven games. The seventh game was the first win on the season for the JV's as they put four men in double figures to defeat Dickinson 79-72.

Skip Shear has dropped out of school and will not see action this year. Co-captains for the squad are senior Rich Eigen and sophomore Ralph Wilson.
Cagers Strive to Retaliate
Defense Must Stop Teachers
by Dave Carrasco

Tonight, at Baltimore's spacious Civic Center, the Green Terror roundballers challenged rival Towson College in the first game of a double-header basketball night. The Clowermen play at 7:30 before Mount St. Mary's hosts national college division champion Evansville College. This is Western Maryland in the BIG TIME.

The cagesmen travel to the 12,000 seat stadium with a 2-2 record having defeated Washington College and Baltimore University while losing to Franklin and Marshall as well as tonight's opponent, Towson.

Triumph in Opener

In Chestertown, Coach Clower's boys played what he says is "always a tough ball game" and won in overtime 103-95. Senior co-captain Ritchie Eigen, "doing the thing he does best" scored 27 points, 10 of which came in the overtime portion. Sophomore guard Gary Fass scored 25 points to prove his own capability at the backcourt position.

Towson on Fire

The Towson Teachers invaded Gill gymnasium to burn the nets right off the structures and defeat our squad 103-95. From the beginning it was the "sound of swish" and it continued right on to the very end. The Towson boys shot a frightening 52% from the floor. Dave Peusinger, Maceo Darby and Tim Casey scored 33, 31, 22 points respectively and will be the big threats tonight.

One bright spot for the Terror was Ralph Wilson whose 35 points and constant hustle and aggressiveness pressed the Towson big men. Shooter Eigen again connected for 23 points. Western Maryland played a fine offensive game but Towson played way over its head.

First half blues tripped up the cagers at Franklin & Marshall where they lost 82-77.

After trailing by as much as 18 points, the squad led by freshman Gary Sudder hit double figures (Eigen and Suder with 19 each) enroute to an overwhelming 83-68 drubbing of Lebanon Valley at Gill Gym in the first contest of the New Year.

Eigen picked up the pace again the night in the Civic Center netting 18 points in the first half and adding six in the second before being re-tired. The Civic Center was alive with the sound of swish as Coach Clower's fiveosome hit a fantastic fifty-four per cent from the floor. Adding a respectable 13 points to the final tally, Ralph Wilson also brought down 17 from the boards to round out another stellar performance. Joe Smothers, one of several "fabulous freshmen" drove for another 19 as the Terror stopped Washington College 88-67.

In nine games Rich has made 66 of 131 field goal attempts for a percentage of .504. He has hit on 24 of 28 foul shot attempts for an outstanding .857 percentage, and all in all, has totaled 136 points. This gives him an impressive average of 161 points per game. In coming up with 55 rebounds, Rich back only to lose by 5 in the closing minutes. It was at P&M that the Terror defense hit its lowest point and it proved to be costly. Last Friday night against Baltimore College's Bees, the roundballers displayed moments of precision and fine basketball. Outshooting the visitors from the foul line 29-17, they won 93-76. It seemed as though the squad could have completely broken away from BU but lost lalls and lags in defensive play hindered a rout. The two Cumberland boys, Suder and Wilson led their team to its second victory. Larry fired in 24 points while scoring on a variety of skillful maneuvers and Wilson's aggressiveness in and around the key made the evening a big one for WMC fans.

Clower Respects Towson

In looking toward tonight's contest Coach Clower expressed respect for the Teachers' shoot-
The Green Terrors ended a disappointing season (7-13) with a big win over Baltimore University, giving Clower's charges a berth in the Mason-Dixon tournament at Randolph-Macon. Co-captain Richie Eigen closed out his college career as the sixth all-time WMC scorer, with 1,058 points. Sophomore Ralph Wilson, also co-captain, cleared the boards all season, pulling in 215 rebounds to lead the team.

Sophomore Gary Fass, this year's steadiest player, quarterbacked the team with fine ball-handling and strong drives. Larry Suder, one of the fabulous freshmen, showed that he'll be a WMC great, scoring 285 points. Little Mike Baker, coming alive at the end of the season, played the hero's role in the Baltimore University game. Joe Smothers, one of the talented freshmen, provided big thrills with his amazing leaping ability. Mike Kroe was a big man off the boards, sweeping down 183 rebounds. Hard-nosed, hustling seniors Jim Reck, Greg Getty, and Rick Coburn all contributed a boost when needed.

With a predominantly young team, Coach Clower can look forward to greener pastures next season, as his boys mature and get that touch of experience.
FIELD HOCKEY

Good Start... "Here we come, Hood"... "Good shot, Kay!"... victory... strong attack and excellent passing... GOAL!... "Good shot, Kay."... positions... Towson next... goalie on the ball—literally... close game... positions?... "Keep your sticks down"... On to Goucher... Bully!... A left wing and a prayer... sportsmanship and team effort... "2,4,6,8,—who do we appreciate?"... record: 1-2... wait'll next year.
VARIEITY

Terrorettes strike again . . . Does anyone have some Ben-Gay? . . . the Frosh come through . . . Hopper, Yo, Cosa, Baby Bets, Dribbles, and Flash; those are names? . . . Senior, out for the first time—oops, the ball went in the wrong basket!! . . . some people seem to have trouble keeping on their tennis shoes . . . Freeze that ball, but for a whole quarter?! . . . Yes, Dean Robinson, they can only have three dribbles . . . Gill Gym!!! . . . Who needs Batwoman—we have Kay . . . the name of the game is women's basketball, and it's great! . . . We've got a team and we couldn't be prouder.
JUNIOR VARSITY

WOMAN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

President Morelock . . . "Our policy is one activity every month" . . . but I don’t know how to ride a horse . . . movie one night . . . skilled skiers the next? . . . should that activity be coed? . . . take a psych break on rec nights . . . but it’s the sixth time we’ve posed for this picture . . . proud of our seniors Carol, Kay, and Sue.

LETTERMAN'S CLUB

The purpose of the Letterman's Club is to promote sportsmanship, cooperation, and service to the school and to achieve a closer unity and understanding among the athletes, administration, faculty and students of Western Maryland College. Under the leadership of Gary Kulick it has begun a number of projects aimed at helping others. A schedule board listing athletic events, sponsoring buses to enable students to see off-campus athletic events, showing films, and raising money for the Ernie Davis Fund are some of the major activities. The "M" Club seeks to achieve a closer unity between all sports on the Hill.
Pep rallies, send-offs (Where are all the people?) and parades—"Quick, Gary, what are you going to play?"
... Practice in Alumni twice a week ... "Okay, let's do it again" ... fire batons light up Gill Gym, despite a worried athletic office ... six regulars, two alternates ... "But, where's a uniform?" ... Given credit—once in a while.

"To promote school spirit ..." and the Pep Club does ... Working mostly behind the scenes, the Pep Club members are responsible for the "Bird of Paradise" posters, decorations in the dining hall and the enthusiastic spirit at home games, away games, and pep rallies ... this dynamic organization is the functioning link between the students and the majorettes, pom poms, cheerleaders and band ... the Pep Club manages to inject spirit into our sometimes apathetic campus—they care enough to Be There!
Co-captains Joyce Magnotto and Carol Jennings

Shake it, Baby! . . . Homecoming rain that soaked everything but our spirits . . . "May the Bird of Paradise Shake a Tail-feather" . . . and enthusiasm is boosted as six men join the ranks . . . up for the kickoff . . . Win, Western Maryland . . . cookies by Chef Robinson . . . sponsored team room "antagonizers" . . . make that Basket! . . . I like it, I like it . . . !
“Someday we’ll write these routines down!” . . . most organized group at WMC . . . Take me to your leader!? . . . fake out at Hopkins’ half-time . . . field formations—accompanied by combo of WMC . . . 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 . . . “Guide” where? . . . No-no-yellow is the LEFT! . . . I think my poms are dead . . . Well, we’re a drill team—in a manner of speaking.
Helen Gray Howery
1914 - 1965
IN MEMORIAM

A Dean of Women is

a little like a mother and a lot like a father; like God in that we tried to hide from her; a sister, and at the same time, someone we could never quite evaluate; our conscience, confidante, and Simon Legree; a night light and night watchman; a guardian, an advisor and, in our case, the friend and listener at the bottom of the hill.

For Dean Howery was

an adept teacher who loved her subject so well that she taught us to love it too; who loved it so well that even some could not justify the extent of that love; a humorist, both in the classroom and in the most uncomfortable situations; a wit with empathy—an unabridged almanac; humor disguising intelligent scholarship; a counselor who needed no Ph.D. in Psychology; a personality with a home which was neither and both classroom and office, which had no hours, and yet was always open and used; a person so intimately concerned with all the aspects of WMC that it is still hard for us to believe that she won’t be back; an honest friend, who sought until the very last, to give us all that she knew so that we might be better people, to show us what life is about.

Diane E. Bennekamper ’66
PATRONS

Mrs. Anne F. Abernethy
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Adamour
Mr. and Mrs. W. Adler and Family
Mr. and Mrs. W. Glenn Adriance
Mr. and Mrs. H. Akagi
Anne L. Allen
Dr. and Mrs. Hurst R. Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Anderson
Chaplain and Mrs. J. R. Andrews
Mr. and Mrs. J. Howard Anthony
Mr. and Mrs. Ned W. Arick
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Arnold
Mr. and Mrs. Levon Asadoorian
Dr. and Mrs. William E. Bageant
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Baker
Mr. and Mrs. John Ballard, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Barry
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Becker and Son
Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Behnke
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Benekamper
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Berger
Mr. and Mrs. George Bond
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bowden
Mr. and Mrs. Leighton D. Boyes
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph S. Brock
Mr. and Mrs. A. Bennet Brown
Milford S. Brown
Mrs. C. Aubrey Browne
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Bryson, Jr.
Dot and Alex Buchan
Robert A. Buller
Mr. and Mrs. J. Allen Bunting
Col. and Mrs. R. M. Bush
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Buzby
Mr. and Mrs. Alan C. Byers
Jacqueline and Herbert Cahn
S/Maj. and Mrs. W. S. Callander
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Calvert
Howard F. Carl
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim M. Carll
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Carson
Mr. and Mrs. C. Glen Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. Chasey, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Christhilf
Abel B. Clement
David A. Cline, Sr.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cline
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Collins
James H. Comings
Col (Ret) and Mrs. Russell D. Cook
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph T. Coursey
Mr. and Mrs. Everett P. Creighton, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland D. Creitz
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Cullen
Mr. and Mrs. Len M. Davidson
David De Bernardo
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Deckert, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Deluca
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Deslauriers
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace deWitt, Jr.
Harrison M. and Katherine J. Diver, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Charler H. Doeller, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Douglas
Bill Dudley
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Dunleuys & David
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Durity
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Earley
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Ecker
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Edens
CDR and Mrs. Raymond E. Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. H. Eisenberg
Sheldon F. Eldridge
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Ellenberger
Mr. and Mrs. Chares L. Elliott
William H. Elmes
John K. Elseroad, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Emens
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln D. Engelbrecht
Mr. and Mrs. L. Alan Evans
The Fass Family
Mr. and Mrs. W. Henry Faulkner
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Feingleass
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Ferguson
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas V. Festa
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Filbrett
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Fisher
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Flinner
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hayward France
Dr. and Mrs. J. Howard Franz
Colonel and Mrs. Donald E. Freeman
Vincent D. Gavin
Mr. and Mrs. John Gebhard, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Robert Newton, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney S. Nibali
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert L. Nicklas
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nusbaum
Mr. and Mrs. John Z. Olsh
Mrs. Solomon Omansky
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Orsburn
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Owen
Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Parry
Mr. and Mrs. A. Delbert Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Petry
Charles M. Petty
Bert Pfleiderer
Samuel F. Phillips, Sr.
Herbert D. Pinckney
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian F. Petrovich
Marie N. Pettigrew
Ruth M. Pole
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton A. Porter, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Powers
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pugh
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Raffensberger
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Rastron
Mr. and Mrs. H. Jack W. Rayner
Chaplain and Mrs. Charles E. Read
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Reckord
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Redinger and Sherry
Mr. and Mrs. Howard J. Resay
Mr. and Mrs. L. Clinton Rhodes
Mrs. Randolph C. Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Riggin
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Riker
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Robbins
Marshall O. Robins, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman S. Roemer
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick E. Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Rodolph Rowe
Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Rudacille
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ruderman
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Rueger
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Rush
Dr. S. Russoer
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sander
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Sanger
N. E. Sartorius, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Schmidt
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin W. Schroeder
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Schuenele, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Schwartzman
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Shedl
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sher
Mr. and Mrs. Paul O. Shirk
Mr. and Mrs. Jean Showe
Lumar M. Shocum
Mr. and Mrs. Woodward R. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D. Smothers
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Sohn, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Spangler
Helen M. Stahl
Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Stalings
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Stanton
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Starr
Herman Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Stover
Mr. and Mrs. David V. Strasbaugh
Mano Swartz
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. C. Sullivan
James C. Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Tantum
Walter and Myrtle Teach
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Thacker
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Tharpe
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Francis O. Thompson, Jr.
Lt. Col and Mrs. Richard H. Torovsky
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Treherne
Mr. and Mrs. C. Walter Turnbaugh
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne W. Van Sant
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Wade, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Warrick
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley B. Watson
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Weaver, Sr.
Mrs. W. Norris Weis
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur L. Welch, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Wells
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Wettern
Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner J. White
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Whitfield
W. E. Willette
Mr. and Mrs. Ray F. Wilkie
Cecil and Sara Wilson
Mrs. Ralph E. Wilson, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Wolf
Mr. and Mrs. Preston S. Yingling
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Yingling
Compliments
from
THE MERCHANTS AND OWNERS
of the
WESTMINSTER SHOPPING CENTER
"One Stop Shopping"

Directory of the Fine Businesses Located at Westminster Shopping Center

Armacost Sporting Goods Store
Augusta Building and Loan Association
Benn's Men's and Boys' Shop
Carroll County Bank & Trust Co.
Co-Op Auto Service Center
Co-Op Super Market
Columbia Jewelry Company
Flanagan's Travel and Insurance Agency
Harris Pastry Shop
High's Ice Cream Store
Joe the Motorist Friend
Dr. Marvin Kasik, Optometrist
Lana Lobell Store

Leggett's Department Store
Modern G. I. Laundry
J. S. Raub Shoes
Read Drug and Chemical Company
Rhoten's Barber Shop
Safeway Store
Siegman's Texaco Service
Weigate's Lasting Paint Center
Westminster Lanes, Inc.
Westminster Motor Company
Westminster Shopping Center, Inc.
Youngland Shop

ROUTE 140 AT ENGLAR ROAD

WESTMINSTER, MARYLAND
QUALITY MEAT PRODUCTS

Compliments of

Myer's Grocery

BOHN PONTIAC
SALES & SERVICE
192 Penna. Ave. Phone 848-7720

Compliments of

The Westminster New Car Dealers

Noel Potato Chip Co., Inc.
HANOVER, PENNSYLVANIA

The

"PATIO"
Sandwich Shop

Submarines Pizza Fried Chicken

Hamburgers

BURKE AGENCY
Percy M. Burke K. Wayne Lockard

INSURANCE REAL ESTATE
Westminster, Md. 848-6620

UNION NATIONAL BANK
Est. 1816
Three Locations
111 East Main Street
38 West Main Street
WESTMINSTER, MARYLAND
and
FINKSBURG, MARYLAND
"Over 150 Years of Dependable Service"
Member F.D.I.C.
The Stieff Company
Wyman Park Driveway
BALTIMORE 11, MARYLAND

LEE'S MOTEL
U. S. Route No. 140, S. E. of Westminster
WESTMINSTER, MARYLAND
Phone: Tildens 8-9095
Large Spacious Rooms Reasonable Rates TV

Baltimore-Warner Paper Co.

For a Real Treat Eat
Utz's
Potato Chips
Hanover, Pa. Phone ME 7-6644

ARUNDEL FEDERAL
Savings and Loan Association
Organized 1906
Patapsco Ave. & Fourth St.
Baltimore, MD. 21225
Where you borrow does make a difference.
Savings Accounts Insured Up to $10,000—
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
355-9300

Compliments of

H. E. Koontz
Creamery

Carriage House
113 W. Main Street
Westminster, Maryland

—Ooo—

—Best of Spirits—
Smith and Reifsnider Incorporated
LUMBER—BUILDING MATERIALS
Since 1863
WESTMINSTER, MARYLAND
Phone: TI 8-7650
Quality Service

Compliments of
CARROLL THEATER
WESTMINSTER, MARYLAND

WTTR
AM FM

GAMMA BETA CHI

SIGMA SIGMA TAU

COSTUMES
DOROTHY ELDERDICE
75 W. Green Street
Westminster, Md. 21157
848-4630

PETER PAN INN, INC
Rt. 2, Frederick, Md.
Open Everyday, Cocktails Served

Quality Cleaners and Launderers
1 S. Center St. or Englar Road
Westminster, Md. TI 8-8050

Congratulations to the Graduates

PHI ALPHA MU
Compliments of  
WOOLWORTHS  
Westminster Shopping Center  
Westminster, Maryland  
Open every night till 9:00 P.M.

SCHAEFFER  
LUMBERJACK  
SUPPLY CENTER  
Phones 848-5770 & 876-2077  
Liberty and Green Streets  
WESTMINSTER, MD.

WAMPLER'S  
Home Furnishings  
Opposite the Shopping Center  
WESTMINSTER, MARYLAND

MENCHEY MUSIC  
SERVICE  
430 CARLISLE ST.  PHONE 7-2185  
HANOVER, PA.  
"MENCHEY MEANS MUSIC"

SWISSVALE FARM DAIRY  
Swissvale Quality Farm Fresh  
DAIRY PRODUCTS  
Pasteurized and Homogenized Vitamin D Milk

Chocolate Milk  
Butter  
Eggs  
Cream  
White Bread  
Orange Drink  
Cottage Cheese  
Bread  
Fruit Punch  
TI 8-3100  
TE 3-2241

Compliments of  
100 Per Cent Esso Products  
Ebert’s Ice Cream  
Tilden 8-7667  
WESTMINSTER, MD.

DAVIDS JEWELLERS  
Name Brands Such As  
Bulova - Benrus - Elgin - Longines - Wittnauer  
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS  
ARTCARVED WEDDING BANDS  
SAMSONITE LUGGAGE  
Open An Account  
Easy Credit Terms  
19 E. MAIN ST.  
TI 8-8167  
WESTMINSTER, MD.
Best Wishes

from the

BALTIMORE COLTS

We Five say "Aloha"

Though you travel far, we hope you'll find your way back to "the Hill" often. We'll always be glad to see you at

THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
(Winslow Student Center)

THE TIMES INCORPORATED

Times Building 63 E. Main St.
Westminster, Maryland

"PLANNED PRINTING PAYS"

Programs Tickets Booklets Invitations